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Abstract 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology has been developing rapidly 

during the past years. It has been replacing optical barcodes and has found many 

applications beyond tagging and tracking objects. Despite their undeniable 

advantages, passive RFID tags working in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band are 

sensitive to the host material and their performance is affected when attached to 

different materials. Although there are robust tag designs, the fabrication is costly. 

The motivation of this research is to study the effect of the challenging materials on 

the tags and find solutions for robust cost-effective designs. 

Liquid bottles are one of the challenging objects for RFID tags. The study on the 

equivalent circuit of a typical tag which is basically a dipole antenna shows the liquid 

increases the loss resistance of the antenna and affects the impedance matching 

between the antenna and the chip. Two extra arms are added to the antenna in the 

suggested solution to alleviate the destructive effect of the liquid. The read range of 

the tag is improved without increasing the size of the design. 

Study of the detuning effect shows that the capacitances in the antenna are the 

most sensitive elements. The presented theoretical analysis reveals that less 

capacitance in the feed point and more capacitance in the dipole arms lead to more 

robustness of the tag performance to the host material. Based on this finding a low 

cost 3D tag is designed. 

The label-type dipole tags offer desirable uniform radiation pattern but are not 

functional on metallic objects. On the other hand the patch antennas are not efficient 

on non-metallic objects in terms of read range and radiation pattern. A novel hybrid 

tag is proposed which has the advantage of both types of antenna. The simple 

groundless design works in two modes. It acts as a dipole antenna in off-metal mode 

and a patch antenna in on-metal mode. The measurement result shows an outstanding 

performance on different materials. 

Protecting the antenna from metallic background using an artificial ground plane 

composed of periodic structures is a practiced method. Mushroom unit cell is the 

most common structure used as artificial ground but the need for via increases the 
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fabrication cost. It is shown that the fabrication cost can be reduced by eliminating 

the via and having a uni-planar structure. 

There has been many works in the literature proposing tag designs robust to the 

host material but what makes this works distinct from the previous works is in depth 

study on the effect of the challenging material on the performance of the tag antenna 

and identifying the main reason of the read range degradation for the first time. The 

findings of this study can be used for designing cost effective tags with improved 

read range. Analysis of the different parts of the tag antenna and their sensitivity to 

the host material is also performed for the first time in this thesis. The result of this 

study shows how the shape of the tag can determine the robustness to the host 

material. In addition to novel tag designs proposed in this thesis, a straightforward 

strategy for designing optimum tags is also introduced. This novel method helps the 

tag designers to modify the primary design step by step and reach the optimum result 

in a short time. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

The evolution of new technologies and their application in modern societies is an 

undeniable fact nowadays. Using advanced automated systems are being part of our 

daily life. They facilitate providing different services to a large number of individuals 

which saves time and reduces the errors caused by human interferences. For 

example, it is not easy to imagine shopping in a store where the goods are not tagged 

with optical barcode or driving in a crowded highway where there is no automatic 

toll collection system. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an evolving 

technology that has been replacing the optical barcode recently for tagging and 

tracking objects. The barcode system is suffering from a limited data capacity, a 

short read range which needs to be in the line of sight and a slow rate of read that 

means the objects need to be read one by one. On the other hand, the RFID system 

working in ultra-high frequency (UHF) band offers more data capacity with higher 

read range which does not necessarily need to be in the line of sight and it is possible 

to read more than one object at the same time. The strengths of the optical barcode 

are low production cost and reliability on different materials. Whereas, the UHF 

RFID tag is not able to offer the two mentioned factors simultaneously. The low cost 

tags are not reliable on different materials and the robust tags are costly. The 

motivation and objectives of the work in this thesis is explained in this chapter, 

followed by the achievements and the structure of the thesis. 
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1.1. Motivation and Objectives 

The robustness of the tag to the host material is an important factor which 

determines the reliability in performance in any application of UHF RFID 

technology including tagging and tracking objects. As can be inferred from the title 

of the thesis “UHF RFID tags mountable on metallic and challenging objects”, 

metallic objects are one of the challenging host materials for RFID tags. The other 

challenging materials that are studied in this thesis are liquid filled bottles and 

objects with high dielectric constant. There has been many works in the literature 

offering robust tags to the host material. The aim of this thesis is to propose new 

designs and analyse the details answering questions that are not covered by previous 

works. The objectives of this study can be summarized as follows: 

 Identifying the effect of liquid bottle on the performance of a typical dipole 

tag from the equivalent circuit point of view and offering a solution to the 

problem of degrading the read range based on the findings. 

 Identifying the most sensitive parts of a typical dipole tag to material with 

high dielectric constant and discovering the relation between the shape of the 

design and the robustness to host material.  

 Proposing a novel design that offers an optimum performance for a different 

range of materials in terms of reading range and radiation pattern. 

 Proposing a novel artificial ground plane for protecting dipole tags and 

offering a solution to the problem of existing complicated structures. 

As the size and cost of the tag are two important factors, in all the proposed designs 

in this thesis the performance of the tag is improved without increasing the size and 

cost of the prototype.  

1.2. Thesis Structure and Outcome 

The structure of the thesis and the outcome and achievements of each chapter is 

discussed briefly in this section to give a better view about the work. The chapters 

are organized as follows: 
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 In Chapter 2, a brief introduction about the RFID technology and its 

applications is given. The history of the system, different types of tag, 

working frequency, and communication protocols are discussed. 

 In Chapter 3, the contents are focused on the passive UHF RFID tag which 

is the main subject of this thesis. Different parts of a passive tag are 

introduced and some important principles and expressions in designing tags 

are explained. The effect of material with high dielectric constant on two 

commercial tags are simulated and analysed. Finally, a comprehensive 

literature review on tags working on liquid bottles and metallic objects is 

presented in this chapter. 

 In Chapter 4, the effect of the liquid bottle on the performance of a tag is 

analysed and a novel design is proposed based on the findings to tackle the 

destructive effect of the liquid on the performance. The improvement in the 

read range is achieved without increasing the dimensions of the tag. 

 In Chapter 5, the most sensitive parts of a passive tag are identified and 

based on the findings a simple design robust to host material is proposed. In 

another study, a dual-polarized antenna is designed which is mountable on 

metallic objects and is insensitive to the angle of the polarization. 

 In Chapter 6, a novel hybrid robust tag is proposed which offers an optimum 

performance on a wide range of material. The tag is the first design which can 

be transformed from a dipole antenna to a patch antenna simply by putting it 

on a metallic object. 

 In Chapter 7, a brief introduction of periodic structures in designing artificial 

ground plane for protecting dipole tags is given. These structures are analysed 

and a literature review of their application in tag design is presented. Finally, 

a novel design with simple structure for protecting dipole tags is proposed. 

The result of this study can also be used in antenna designs in other 

frequencies and applications. 

 In Chapter 8, the conclusion of the study is summarized and the possible 

future work and future of the RFID technology is discussed. 
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Chapter 2. Basics of RFID Technology 

 

The contents of this chapter give a brief introduction to RFID technology. The 

main components of an entire system are introduced and the history of the evolution 

of this technology is reviewed. Different types of tags in terms of power 

consumption are introduced and their characteristics and applications are discussed. 

The regulated frequency bands used for RFID systems are presented. The 

application, advantages, and drawbacks of the systems working in different 

frequencies are presented. The communication protocol and code standards are 

reviewed. Finally, the relationship between the cost and market trend of RFID 

technology is reviewed in this chapter.  
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2.1. Introduction to RFID 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a wireless communication technology 

that is used to uniquely tag and identify any object or target which can be a human as 

well. This technology has found various applications. The most common applications 

are: 

 Supply chain and pallet tracking. 

 Access control systems, such as keyless entry and employee identification 

devices. 

 Automatic toll collection systems that is usually used at the entrance of 

tunnels, highways, and bridges. 

 Animal tracking which is used for pets and also wild animals. 

 Vehicle tracking and immobilizer. 

 Wrist and ankle band for infant ID and security [1]. 

The application of RFID technology is not limited to the list above. By integrating 

some other technologies with RFID systems the application can be extended to: 

 Car parking capacity management systems. 

 Different types of sensor systems such as gas detector and container level 

indicator. 

 Indoor positioning and navigation. 

 Implantable devices and body centric wireless sensing [2]. 

Each application mentioned above demands different category of RFID technology 

in terms of working frequency band, read range, size and other characteristics.  

2.1.1. Components of an RFID System 

An RFID system is comprised of two main parts: 

 The tag or transponder which is attached on the object that needs to be 

tracked. 

 The reader or interrogator which is a read only or read/write device 

depending on the technology. 

The main parts of an RFID system are depicted in Fig. 2.1.  
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Fig.  2.1. Main components of an RFID system [3]. 

The system may employ a coupling element coil or a microwave antenna (depending 

on the technology) and the working frequency band. The tag (transponder) contains 

the identification data. This data is retrieved to the reader and analysed in the 

application unit. As can be seen in Fig. 2.1, the reader also sends energy to the tag. 

This energy is vital for running passive tags. Different types of tags and the details of 

the communication system and protocol are discussed in this chapter but a brief 

history of the technology will be given first in the following. 

2.2. History of RFID Technology 

Although RFID technology has been mostly developed recently, it has a long 

history which goes back to World War II. The basic principles of this technology 

such as modulated backscatter was defined during that time when the researchers 

were looking for a solution to identify the friend and enemy aircrafts using radar 

systems. This research led to development of the “Identification, Friend or Foe 

(IFF)” system later during the war.  

The first basic example of passive modulated backscatter for identification was 

used by German air force in the late 30s. The pilots received an indication while their 

aircraft was illuminated by friend radar then they performed a manoeuvre by rolling 

the aircraft as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This action changed the backscattered signal 

from their airplanes. The modulated backscatter signal caused a blip on the radar 

screen which helped the radar operators to identify the friend aircrafts. Although this 

method was simple and effective, it was not secure as any aircraft could roll and 

pretend to be friend. In other words, the data capacity of this method is just one bit.  
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Fig.  2.2. Backscattered radiation to communicate with a radar operator. 

More secure IFF systems were developed by United States and Britain later. An 

active beacon was employed on the airplane. The first systems of this generation 

were called XAE and Mark I which were used in 1937 and 1938 respectively [4]. 

The improved version Mark III was widely used by Britain, USA, and Soviet Union 

during the war had the capacity of six identification codes which is equivalent to 2.5 

bits of data [5].  

The first work about using of backscattered radiation for communication was 

published in 1948 by Harry Stockman [6]. The working principle of his device is 

depicted in Fig. 2.3.  

 

 

Fig.  2.3. Communication by means of reflected power. 
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The position of the receiving antenna is modulated by a typical microphone and 

speaker coil which lead to a backscattered modulation in the signal. The modulated 

signal can be detected at the other side of the link and the sound is reproduced.  

The investigation on the passive backscattered continued in 50s. Methods for 

harvesting the energy of the received signal were proposed. Using a diode and 

capacitor circuit for rectifying and saving the energy of the received signal was 

proposed by Crump in the patent documented in 1956 [7]. The harvested energy is 

used to power an oscillator producing identifying signal in another frequency as 

depicted in Fig. 2.4. 

 

 

Fig.  2.4. Passive retransmitting identification system using oscillator driven by DC power 

harvested from incoming RF. 

A long read range is not necessary in many applications such as door security 

systems where a close contact is suitable for identification. Investigation on 

inductively coupled RFID systems was developed in 60s. In the work patented by 

Walton in 1973 the RFID tag is inductively coupled to the reader coil [8]. The 

proposed system is shown in Fig. 2.5.  

 

 

Fig.  2.5. Resonant circuit coupled to a reader coil acts as an identifying tag. 
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The reader performs a frequency sweep and detects the resonant frequency of the tag. 

The data capacity of this system is more than one bit because the resonant frequency 

of the tag can be changed by altering the coil length and also a tag can have more 

than one resonant frequency. 

The investigation in 70s was mostly focused on developing RFID systems with 

more security and data capacity while consuming low power. The researchers 

applied the energy harvesting method with newer semiconductor technology and 

proposed the load modulation as a simple and efficient way to backscatter the signal. 

An early work was done by Koelle in 1975 [9]. The block diagram of his system is 

depicted in Fig. 2.6. The working principle of any passive RFID tag is similar to this 

since 1975. Several large and small companies began to emerge in 70s with 

commercial RFID products. Different organizations in public and private sectors 

showed interest in these products and the commercial RFID era began in late 70s [1]. 

 

 

Fig.  2.6. An early UHF passive tag system. 

The widespread commercial RFID systems evolved in 80s. Livestock 

management, keyless entry and personnel access systems were available in the 

market. Theworld’s first toll applicationwas installed inNorwayandUSAat that

time. Despite this success, the growth of the technology was slow due to high cost of 

the system and lack of the competition between companies [1]. RFID transponders 
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were using CMOS digital circuitry at that time. However, the size of the circuits was 

still a limiting factor. Normally, half of the area of the tag was occupied by circuits. 

This restriction is evident in sample of tags shown in Fig. 2.7 (a), (b). 

 

 

Fig.  2.7. Evolution of RFID tags compared in size to a penny. (a) A 12-bit read-only tag from 

1976. (b) A 128-bit read-only tag from 1987. (c) A 1024-bit read-write tag built using a single 

custom CMOS integrated circuit, 1999 [10]. 

The application and development of RFID had significant growth in 90s. The 

technology entered the mainstream of business. The toll systems became common in 

most highways at that time and many regional toll agencies began to develop their 

own RFID systems. Many companies in the USA and Europe became involved in 

this technology. Development in information technology and internet enhanced the 

application data management of RFID. The cost of the system was still an issue until 

advances in material and semiconductor technology reduced the production costs. 

This increased the competition between companies and caused further growth in the 

technology [1]. It can be seen in Fig. 2.7 (c) that with the advances in CMOS 

technology all the circuitry are embedded in a tiny chip. This would save room for 

efficient antenna designs. 

In the beginning of 21
st
 century fabricating tags with the cost of only 5 cents 

became feasible. It was clear that the RFID technology can someday replace the 

barcode system. In 2003, the world’s largest retailer and supply chain began to
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employ RFID technology. All the coding protocols and standards converged to a 

unique standard in 2006 made the development and application of the technology 

easier. The interest has been shifting towards item-level tagging nowadays (2017). 

The outcome of this progress will be no checkout scenario at large supermarkets. 

Important goods which have high value or high risk such as wine bottles, 

pharmaceuticals and firearms would be the first to benefit from item-level tagging. 

Smart shelves for select categories of products and smart appliances with embedded 

RFID technology are other examples of recent applications. In the coming years the 

RFID technology will grow further and becomes part of the daily life [1]. 

2.3. RFID Tag Types 

The source of power for running an RFID tag is an important factor in 

categorizing the tags. Depending on the source of the power and the method of 

transmitting signal to the reader the tags can be divided into three different groups: 

passive, semi-passive, and active tags as depicted in Fig. 2.8. As can be seen in the 

figure, both semi-passive and active tags are equipped with a battery. The difference 

between them is in the method of communication and the transmitter circuits. The 

three types of tags are reviewed in the following. 

 

 

Fig.  2.8. Communication in three different types of tags. 
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2.3.1. Passive Tags  

Passive tags have no independent source of power. The required power for 

running the circuits and reflecting back the signal to the reader is provided by 

rectifying the signal received from the reader. Thus, this type of tag is relying on the 

reader. The reader has to send a continuous signal to the tag over the whole time of 

the reading process. The diagram of a passive tag system is shown in Fig. 2.9 in more 

detail. The high frequency signal received by the antenna is rectified by a diode and 

the resulting signal is stabilized using a saving capacitor to create an approximate 

constant voltage as illustrated in top of Fig. 2.9. The captured voltage is used to 

power up the logic circuits and the memory. Since the tag power is temporary, the 

memory circuitry is always non-volatile. Another rectifying circuit is used in the tag 

for demodulation purpose. The capacitor of this circuit is usually smaller than the 

saving capacitor to allow the output voltage vary on the time scale of the reader data. 

This technique is known as envelope detection [5]. It is shown in Fig. 2.9 how the 

change in the level of the output voltage is interpreted into logic data. The 

backscattered modulation is done using a field-effect transistor (FET). The logic 

circuit changes the gate voltage of the FET which leads to changing the electrical 

characteristics of the antenna. This is similar to rolling the aircraft for changing the 

reflected signal used in WWII.  

 

 

Fig.  2.9. Schematic of a simple passive RFID tag [5]. 

The main advantage of passive tags is the simplicity of the design and low 

fabrication cost. These are achieved at the expense of losing the read range. The read 

range of a passive tag relies on the reader power and the sensitivity of the circuits in 
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the tag and the reader and these factors are limited by the radio frequency regulations 

and semiconductor technology respectively. More details about this group are 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.3.2. Semi-Passive Tags  

Semi-passive tags are equipped with an assisting battery. They are also known as 

battery-assisted passive tags. A small battery is typically used to power up the tag 

circuits. The communication principle is the same as passive tags by backscattered 

signal as shown in Fig. 2.10. As can be seen, the energy harvesting rectifying circuit 

is replaced with a battery. Semi-passive tags offer more read range than passive tags 

which can reach up to 100 meters depending on the design and working frequency. 

This is achieved by increasing the size, cost, and maintenance requirements. They are 

reliable and usually used in automobile tolling and tracking high value targets such 

as airplane parts. Another application is in sensor integrated tags where constant 

measuring and saving of the data is required but the data can be transmitted to the 

reader without consuming the battery power. The battery life is saved by working in 

a low duty cycle and using a detector circuit which keeps the tag in a sleep mode 

until a signal is received from the reader.  

A semi-passive tag used in automobile tolling is shown in Fig. 2.11. The tag is 

equipped with a printed circuit antenna, a 3.6 volt battery, and electronic circuitry as 

shown in the figure. The tag is placed in a plastic case with the size of 9.5×9.5×1.5 

cm
3
 and mounted inside the car. The large lithium battery provides 5 years of normal 

operation. 

 

 

Fig.  2.10. Schematic of a semi-passive RFID tag [5]. 
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Fig.  2.11. A semi-passive RFID tag used in automobile tolling. 

2.3.3. Active Tags  

Active tags employ a battery for running the circuits similar to semi-passive tags 

but they also use the battery power to transmit the data to the reader. In fact, active 

tags use an independent transmitter for sending the identification information to the 

reader as shown in Fig. 2.12. Thus, they have local oscillator and other required 

components for a transmitter. A single antenna can be used for both transmitting and 

receiving as depicted in Fig. 2.12. However, some tags employ two antennas for this 

purpose.  

 

 

Fig.  2.12. Schematic of an active RFID tag [5]. 
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The active tag can use amplitude modulation or any other digital modulation 

methods. Depending on the transmit power rand working frequency the read range of 

an active tag can reach up to hundreds of meter or even in kilometres. These tags are 

usually used in challenging conditions. For example, they are the best option for 

tracking large metallic container stored close to each other with no line of sight from 

reader to tag. The drawback is the size and the cost of fabrication and maintenance. 

A sample of an active RFID tag is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. This commercial tag is 

used for locating large assets such as shipping containers. The complexity of the 

internal circuitry and the large battery is evident in the picture. This tag produces an 

output power of 60 mW and provides about 900 m outdoor read range [5].  

 

 

Fig.  2.13. A commercial active RFID tag [5]. 

2.4. RFID Operation Frequency 

RFID systems work in a wide range of frequency bands from around 100 kHz to 

more than 5 GHz with almost the same working principles as explained so far. The 

used frequency bands are depicted in Fig. 2.14. The most common bands are in low 

frequency (LF), high frequency (HF), and UHF as shown in Fig. 2.14 which are 

explained in the following. 
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Fig.  2.14. RFID frequency bands. 

 

Fig.  2.15. Tags working in three different frequency bands [5]. 

Low Frequency (LF): The LF band is between 30-300 KHz. The two common 

frequencies in this band are 125 and 134 KHz. The tags in LF system are usually 

passive and they use inductive coupling for the communication. A coil with tens of 

turns around a ferrite core is used for this purpose. The magnetic field of the coil is 

barely affected by the surrounding material. Therefore, the LF tags are suitable for 

challenging materials when a short read range is desired. They are usually used for 

metallic objects, water containers and for medical implantable devices. The 

production cost of this type of tags is relatively high because the coil needs a winding 

machine. An implantable sample of LF tag used for animal tracking is shown in 

Fig. 2.15. 
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High Frequency (HF): The HF frequency band is between 3-30 MHz. The most 

common frequency in this band used in RFID is 13.56 MHz which ranges between 

13.553-13.567 MHz. HF tags are also using inductive coupling and they are usually 

passive. The advantage of HF tags is higher working frequency than LF which 

reduces the number of the turns in the coil. A 5 turn flat coil and a small chip are the 

only components of a typical HF tag. Thus, the cost is quite less than LF tags. 

Working in HF, the tag offers longer read range compared to LF tags. The read range 

in some cases can reach up to one meter. This type of tag is robust to challenging 

objects but it is not applicable on metallic surfaces. The applications of HF tags are 

in near field communication (NFC), smart cards, airline baggage tagging, electronic 

ticketing and more. A flexible HF tag based on plastic substrate is shown in 

Fig. 2.15.  

Ultra High Frequency (UHF): The UHF frequency band is between 0.3-3 GHz. 

The wavelength becomes shorter by increasing the frequency to UHF band and 

consequently the size of the antenna gets smaller. This makes the UHF band a 

suitable choice for designing tags which can radiate the electromagnetic waves and 

reach higher read range compared to inductive coupling method. Three different 

bands in UHF are usually used for RFID application. Most of the active tags work at 

433 MHz (433.05-434.79 MHz) and 2.4 GHz (2.4-2.4835 GHz). Passive and semi-

passive tags work from 860 to 960 MHz. Two samples of UHF tags working at 900 

MHz and 2.4 GHz are shown in Fig. 2.15. There is an international allocation in 

working frequency for preventing the interferences. A summary of the allocated 

frequency in the globe is illustrated in Fig. 2.16. 

 

 

Fig.  2.16. Summary of worldwide UHF RFID band allocations [11]. 
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The research in this thesis is focused on passive RFID tags working in UHF band 

and all the proposed designs are tuned to work at Europe frequency band at 866 

MHz. According to the low production cost and reasonable read range, UHF tags are 

used for various applications including supply chain and inventory management, 

parking access control, baggage and asset tracking. More details about passive UHF 

tags is given in Chapter 3. 

2.5. Communication Protocols 

Assigning standard frequency bands for RFID tags used in different regions 

facilitates the application and prevents the interference. In addition to the frequency 

band, the communication protocol also needs to be standardized. There are a few 

organizations which has defined standards for RFID systems but the most significant 

bodies that made outstanding influence on the RFID industry are [1]: 

 International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

 Electronic Product Code Global (EPC global). 

The RFID systems that work in LF band do not have a standard usually as they 

are working in a closed-loop controlled environment and there is little need for inter-

regional application. However, ISO has developed two standards for the animal 

tracking LF RFID systems. The ISO 11784 defines the identification code for animal 

tag. The animal can be identified by a country code and a national ID. The ISO 

11785 defines the technical parameters of the communication between tag and 

reader. ISO has also released standards for identification cards and related devices. 

The three standards published in 2000 are: ISO 10536, ISO 14443, and ISO 15693. 

These are the most widely used and accepted RFID standards to date but they are 

specifically defined for HF systems [1]. 

The EPC Global standards are typically used for supply chain management and 

retailing. Most of the major retailing organization have adopted this standard for their 

RFID systems which means EPC Global will have a great influence over this 

technology and industry applications in future. This standard was firstly created in an 

academic research at MIT in 1999 with the goal of developingan“internetofthings

(IoT)”insteadofinternet of computers. They call this IoT Electronic Product Code 

(EPC) network. In fact, the EPC is the electronic version of UPC (the barcode 
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standard). The contents of an EPC code are shown in Fig. 2.17. It is comprised of 

four parts. The first part is called the header and it gives the EPC version or type 

which is 1 in the example. The second part is for identification of the product 

manufacturer. The third part represents the object class or the exact type of product. 

The serial number of the product is given by the fourth part finally. As can be seen, 

the total number of the bit in one code string is 96 bits which means it is capable to 

uniquely identify 268 million of companies, each of which could have up to 16 

million different products and 68 billion unique serial numbers for each product.  

 

 

Fig.  2.17. Example of an EPC tag numbering system [1]. 

There are five different classes of EPC tags which define the programming 

capability of the tag and the type of it. It should be mentioned that all the proposed 

designs in this thesis are integrated with RFID chips that use EPC Class 1 Gen2 

protocol. Gen2 refers to the second generation of EPC which is improved in terms of 

read and write speed and code security [1].  

2.6. Cost and Market Trends 

The cost of an RFID system is a determining factor in progress and growth of this 

technology. The overall cost of the system consists of the hardware and software cost 

including the tag production. The total RFID market is worth 11.2 US dollar billions 

in 2017 and the predictions suggest that the value exceeding 27 US dollar billions in 

2024 [12]. The diagram of Fig. 2.18 shows the value of this market from 2014 to 

2018. It can be inferred from the diagram that a big portion of the market belongs to 

passive RFID systems and the value is around 9 US dollar billions in 2017. Passive 

RFID tags have a significant share in this value which is around 4 US dollar billions 

in 2017. This result confirms the importance of the production cost of a passive 

RFID tag and its great impact on the total RFID market.  
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Since the tags are used to label any type of consumable objects, their cost should 

be fairly less than the cost of the object. The relation between the cost of the label-

type RFID tags and the amount sold each year is depicted in Fig. 2.19.  

 

 

Fig.  2.18. Total RFID market in US $ billions each year [12]. 

 

 

Fig.  2.19. Relation of RFID tag price versus global sells from 2004 to 2018 [12]. 
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The plot shows that the number of sold tags has greatly increased by reducing the 

production cost of tags. The cost of a label-type tag is mainly determined by the 

RFID chip and the flexible substrate. The production cost of a typical tag is around a 

few cents of US dollar currently. According to the plot of Fig. 2.19, further reduction 

in the price is only possible by printing the tag directly on the object and eliminating 

the need of RFID chip which leads to chipless RFID tags. This technology employs 

passive resonating structures with multiple resonances in a certain frequency band. 

The binary data are determined on the presence and absence of the resonances by the 

RFID reader. However, the data capacity of this technology is far less than RFID 

tags with chip and it cannot satisfy the demands of the future market. Study on 

chipless RFID tags is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

2.7. Conclusion 

The RFID technology was reviewed in this chapter. It has been shown how the 

evolution of this technology started in World War II from a 1 bit identification 

system was reached to a 96 bit capacity nowadays. Advances in the semiconductor 

and material technology have reduced the production cost of RFID tags and was 

given the capability to substitute the optical barcode in many applications. RFID 

technology offers a wide range of solutions for different purposes; Low frequency 

tags for inductive coupling and short read range and UHF active tags for high read 

range. The communication and code standards have enhanced the progress of this 

technology worldwide by facilitating the data sharing and contributing to the internet 

of things criteria. Finally, the growth of RFID systems since World War II reflects a 

promising future for this technology. 
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Chapter 3. Passive UHF RFID Tag: 

Overview and State of the Art 

 

After reviewing the basics of RFID technology in Chapter 2, the main subject of 

the thesis is discussed in this chapter. The components of a passive UHF RFID tag 

are introduced first. Different types of tags available in the market are reviewed after 

that. The required principles for designing and measuring the tags are discussed. The 

detuning effect which is a common problem in label-type tags is introduced with two 

examples. Finally, a comprehensive literature review about the tag designs for 

challenging material such as liquid bottles and metallic objects is presented in this 

chapter which clarifies the advantages and drawbacks of the current solutions. 
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3.1. Structure of a Passive UHF RFID Tag 

The structure of a passive UHF RFID tag is simply comprised of a chip as the 

transponder and the antenna. There are different types of antenna suitable for tag 

design but generally they can be categorized into two groups: dipole and patch 

antenna. There is an impedance matching part in dipole antenna usually, which is 

called T-match [13-15]. The matching part in patch antenna is not always necessary. 

By locating the chip in the proper position on the patch the suitable impedance 

matching could be achieved in some designs. However, using matching loop or stubs 

is also practiced in patch antennas [5]. The components of a typical dipole tag and 

patch tag is depicted in Fig. 3.1. These components are discussed in the following.  

 

 

Fig.  3.1. Components of a typical UHF RFID tag. (a) Label-type with dipole antenna. (b) Patch 

antenna tag [5]. 

3.1.1. UHF RFID Chips 

Application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip is the brain of a passive tag. 

With a high capacity rewritable memory, tagging, tracking, and managing a huge 

number of objects is possible nowadays. Different types of packaging, power and 

impedance characteristics of typical chips are discussed in this section and a dual 

port chip is introduced finally.  
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3.1.1.1. Packaging 

The evolution of CMOS technology has made it possible to fabricate a tiny low 

cost application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip on a die area in order of a 

quarter mm
2
. Low power consumption is a critical requirement in passive tags and 

these ASICs fulfill this by needing justfewtensofμWofelectricpower[16]. 

According to the demand of the market, these ASICs are fabricated in different 

packages. A tiny unpackaged chip is usually applied directly on a label-type tag. This 

makes the fabrication process easier and faster but it requires sophisticated 

fabrication appliances. An alternative packaging type is a tiny chip applied to 

conductive strip ready to be attached to the port of the antenna. Another group of 

packaging is SOT323 which is bigger than the other groups and has an area around 5 

mm
2
. This type of packaging is suitable for prototype designs and lab works which is 

also used in the designs proposed in this thesis. The three groups of ASIC packaging 

are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.  

 

(a) 

                   

(b)(c) 

Fig.  3.2. Different types of ASIC packaging: (a) Unpackaged chip (Higgs 3, Alien Technology). 

(b) Strap (RI-UHF-STRAP-08, Texas Instruments). (c) SOT323 (Higgs 4 SOT, Alien 

Technology). 
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3.1.1.2. ASIC Characteristics 

The internal circuitry of an ASIC is depicted in Fig. 3.3. As mentioned in previous 

chapter, the passive tag relies on the electromagnetic power received from the reader. 

The ASIC has energy harvesting parts for capturing, saving, and using this power. 

The main components of an energy harvesting part are capacitors and Schottky 

diodes. The level of voltage can be increased by using multiple components. This 

part plays an important role in determining the read sensitivity of the chip or 

threshold power (Pth). This is the minimum required power delivered to the chip for 

having a successful communication. The evolution of the CMOS technology in the 

past 15 years has reduced Pth from -8 dBm to -20 dBm [17]. This guarantees an 

increase in the reading range of the passive tags. The diagram of Fig. 3.4 shows how 

this evolution has increased the read range during the past years.  

 

 

Fig.  3.3. Sample internal circuitry of an ASIC (Integrated Silicon Design, 1996) [3]. 

 

Fig.  3.4. Tag read range versus chip sensitivity [17]. 
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The tag responds to the reader by backscattered modulation. The ASIC sends 

continuous signals to the FET switch shown in Fig. 3.3 and changes the impedance 

matching state of the system which leads to reflection of the signal to the reader. 

Analysing the input impedance of the ASIC is important as the chip need to be 

properly matched to the antenna. Although the input impedance depends on the level 

of the received power and the frequency of the signal but it can be considered in the 

range of Pth in practice. According to the internal capacitors for harvesting and 

saving the electric power, the input impedance of the chip is mostly capacitive. This 

impedance is usually modelled by a parallel combination of a resistance Rc and a 

capacitance Cc [18, 19]. The resistance represents all the power consumed by the 

active internal parts. Thus, the input impedance of a typical chip, Zc is usually a 

complex value with negative imaginary part. The characteristics of some commercial 

ASICs are tabulated in Table 3.1.  

Table  3.1. Power and impedance characteristics of several RFID chips [16]. 

 Pth (dBm) Rc (Ω) Cc (pF) Zc (Ω) at 915 MHz 

Alien Higgs 4 -18.5 1800 0.85 23-j202 

Alien Higgs 3 -18 1500 0.85 27-j201 

Alien Higgs 3 (SOT) -17 1500 0.9 25-j190 

Monza 5 -17.8 1800 0.825 24-j208 

Monza 4 -17.4 1650 1.21 12-j142 

Monza Dura -17 1600 1 19-j172 

NXP UCODE G2XM -15 1385 1.16 16-j148 

 

3.1.1.3. Monza 4 Chip 

Monza 4 made by Impinj is a dual port chip for passive RFID tags [20]. The 

principle of working in this chip is the same as the other commercial chips but it has 

two completely independent RF ports that enable the designer to attach it to a dual-

polarized tag antenna as shown in Fig. 3.5. The advantage of this dual-polarized 

dipole is the omni-directional radiation pattern that makes the tag accessible from 

different angles using a dual-polarized or circularly-polarized reader antenna [5]. A 

conceptual mode of dual independent ports depicted in Fig. 3.6 shows each port has 

its independent rectifier circuits which makes the impedance of the ports isolated 
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from each other. Different configuration of the ports can be used in the design. For 

example a single port connection can be employed like any typical chip. A shunt port 

connection also can be used for achieving the desired input impedance. Monza 4 is 

used in the designs in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.  

 

 

Fig.  3.5. Dual-polarized tag (Impinj H47) [20]. 

 

Fig.  3.6. Conceptual model of dual independent ports [20]. 

3.1.2. UHF RFID Antennas 

The antenna is another main part of a tag which occupies almost the whole area of 

a typical passive tag. The characteristics of antenna and its effect on the performance 

of the tag are discussed in this subsection. The most common available tags in the 

market and their application, advantage, and drawbacks are also discussed. 

The radiation efficiency of a tag, ηtag is the ratio of the electromagnetic power 

radiated from the antenna to the power delivered to the antenna. The non-radiated 

power converts to the heat in the antenna body according to the ohmic loss in the 

antenna body and substrate. The designer’s target is to reach the maximum possible 

radiation efficiency as this parameter has direct effect on the tag performance and 
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reading range. However, the size of the tag is another determining factor which 

affects the radiation efficiency. The radiated power from a dipole antenna is 

proportional to the square of the dipole length. Thus, the radiation efficiency and the 

radiation resistance can be increased by increasing the length of the tag antenna [21]. 

Therefore, there is a compromise between the size of the tag and the reading range. 

According to the application of the tag, the designer selects the optimum size and 

consequently the maximum available ηtag.  

The radiation pattern of the tag is the factor that determines the orientations that 

the tag is readable depending on the polarization of the tag and reader antenna. An 

isotropic radiation pattern is usually desired as it makes the tag readable from 

different angles. The dipole type tags offer an omni-directional radiation pattern in 

the plane perpendicular to the dipole axis. However, in some applications involving 

metallic bodies it is better to have a non-uniform radiation pattern to improve the 

performance. In this case, the main lobe should be away from the surface of the 

metallic body to reduce the destructive effect of the conductive surface on the 

impedance matching and efficiency of the antenna. The tags employing a ground 

plane in the antenna design normally are suitable for this purpose.  

The polarization of the tag and the reader antenna is also another factor that 

determines the orientation availability of the tag. In general, the two antennas 

polarization should be aligned for having the optimum power transfer. In modern 

RFID readers, the device is equipped with a circularly-polarized or dual-polarized 

antenna. A dual-polarized antenna is basically a dual-dipole structure with elongated 

arms in orthogonal directions. This structure will interact with electric fields in any 

direction in the plane of the antenna which increases the reliability of the reading 

process. However, some simple handheld readers still employ single polarized 

antenna. In this case dual-polarized tag antenna could be used to increase the 

reliability.  

The most common passive tags can be categorized into two groups: label-type 

dipole tags and patch antennas employing substrate and ground plane. The most 

popular tags are the label-type dipole designs as they are reliable and low cost. The 

dipole antenna has to be usually half wavelength in practice but the half wavelength 

in 866 MHz is almost 16 cm which is too long for most passive tag applications. The 

designers apply different solutions for reducing the length of the tag with the cost of 
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losing radiation efficiency. One solution is meandered dipole which helps to bring 

down the length to less than 10 cm. However, just those parts of the meandered 

dipole that are in the direction of the polarization contribute to radiation and the other 

parts cause an ohmic loss. The radiation resistance and the ohmic loss contribute to 

impedance matching between the antenna and the chip [5]. Another solution to size 

reduction is applying capacitive loads at the tip of the dipole. The series capacitance 

in the antenna body is increased by this method which leads to a down shift of the 

resonant frequency. This would consequently lead to a size reduction [5]. 

There are a variety of label-type tags in the market for different purposes. The 

most common are the general purpose tags which can be attached on a wide range of 

non-challenging materials which are basically composed of a material with low 

dielectric constant. A few samples of this type are shown in Fig. 3.7(a). The 

performance of general purpose tags is seriously affected by materials with higher 

dielectric constant and challenging objects like liquid bottles due to detuning effect  

 

 

Fig.  3.7. Different types of tags in market (not to scale). (a) General purpose tags by Alien 

Technology. (b) Robust tags for challenging material and high dielectrics by Alien Technology. 

(c) Near field loop tag by Alien Technology [22]. (d) Different types of metal mountable tags 

from The Tag Factory [23].  
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whichisdiscussedinSection3.3.Therearesometagsavailablewhicharerobustto

challengingmaterials insomeextent.A fewsamplesof robust tagsaredepicted in

Fig. 3.7(b). In some application, a short read range is required. In this case, an

inductive loopwouldmake it possible for having a near field tag. One sample is

showninFig.3.7(c).Thelabel-typetagsarenotfunctionalonmetallicobjectsasthe

conductivebody interactswith theradiationof thedipoleandalsosurfacecurrents

[2].Patchantennasarevastlyusedforthispurpose.Afewsamplesofmetalfriendly

tagsareillustratedinFig.3.7(d). 

3.2. Designing and Measurement Principles 

The most important principles and definitions in designing and testing the tags 

that are used throughout this thesis are introduced in this section. After reviewing 

these concepts, analyzing the common problems of tags and reviewing the state of 

the art in RFID tag design robust to host material is presented.  

3.2.1. Conjugate Impedance Matching 

It is important to deliver the maximum available power from antenna to chip. 

Particularly, in a passive system which is relying on the received power. The 

impedance matching between the chip and antenna plays a crucial role. It is learned 

in 3.1.1 that the input impedance of a typical chip is a complex number with negative 

imaginary part. On the other hand it is known that the input impedance of a dipole 

antenna is determined by its length and it is generally a complex number as well. A 

system of an antenna connected to an RFID chip can be translated as the equivalent 

circuit of Fig. 3.8. VOC is the open-circuit voltage source representing the received 

signal by antenna. The real part of the antenna in an ideal scenario can be the 

radiation resistance Rrad . The imaginary part of the antenna, Xant is zero when the 

antenna is resonating and this happens for a dipole with the physical length almost 

equal to half wavelength. The imaginary part is a positive value for a dipole equal or 

longer than half wavelength which means the input impedance is inductive and 

finally, the imaginary part is a negative value for a dipole shorter than half 

wavelength representing capacitive input impedance. The latter case is normally 

considered for tag antennas as the antenna needs to be short enough in practice. 
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Fig.  3.8. The equivalent circuit of RFID antenna and chip. 

For a system with minimum signal reflections the impedance of the chip should 

be exactly the same as the impedance of the antenna [24], but for having the 

maximum power transfer which is the target the conjugate impedance matching 

needs to be achieved. The current of the circuit Iant can be found by (3.1):  
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The real power transferred to the load or chip is calculated by (3.2): 
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For having the maximum power delivered to the chip the denominator must be as 

small as possible. This condition is satisfied when the imaginary part is zero which 

means the reactance of antenna and chip has the same value with different sign and 

they cancel each other. The real parts also needs to be equal as proved in [5]. As an 

example, to have a conjugate impedance matching between a chip with impedance of 

(12-j142) and the tag, the input impedance of the tag should be equal to (12+j142) 

which is shown by: (𝑍𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝑍𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝
∗ ). This means the input impedance of the antenna 

should be inductive whereas, in a short dipole the input impedance is capacitive as 

mentioned before. The practical solution is to apply an inductive matching loop 

between the chip and the dipole. This loop cancels the capacitive part of the      

dipole [5, 25].  
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3.2.2. EIRP and ERP 

The electromagnetic power emitted by the reader antenna has direct effect on the 

read range of the tag. The mentioned power is a function of the power transferred to 

the reader antenna by the active transmitter circuits and the gain of the antenna. The 

gain of the antenna is the product of the efficiency and directivity of the radiation 

pattern [26]. Different type RFID reader devices employ different type of antennas 

with different level of the power consumed by the transmitter. It is recommended to 

use a standard scale for reporting the emitted power by each reader antenna. The 

effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is usually used for this purpose. EIRP is 

the total power that would have to be radiated by a hypothetical isotropic antenna to 

give the same signal strength as the actual source in the direction of the antenna's 

strongest beam. As shown in Fig. 3.9, the gain of an isotropic emitter is equal to one. 

Sometimes instead of EIRP, effective radiated power (ERP) is used and it is the total 

power that would have to be radiated by a half wavelength dipole antenna to give the 

same signal strength as the actual source in the direction of the antenna's strongest 

beam. The gain of a dipole antenna is 2.15 dB more than an isotropic emitter as 

shown in Fig. 3.9. It can be expressed by (3.3):  

15.2)()(  dBERPdBEIRP  (3.3) 

The amount of power can be also reported by dBm or Watts. The maximum 

regulated EIRP for an RFID reader is 4 W or 36 dBm. 

 

 

Fig.  3.9. Radiation pattern of a dipole and an isotropic emitter [3]. 
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3.2.3. Read Range Measurement 

The read range of a passive tag is the most important factor in determining the 

performance. It is defined as the maximum distance in which the reader is able to 

read information from the tag. The read range is directly influenced by the reader 

power and antenna. The sensitivity of the reader receiving circuits is higher than the 

sensitivity of the tag chip. Thus, the threshold of the tag is another parameter 

determining the read range. The read range of a tag, dtag can be calculated by the 

Friis formula: 
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where λ is the wavelength of the carrier tone, χ is the mutual polarization power 

efficiency between the tag and reader antenna, τ is the antenna-chip power transfer 

efficiency and it is equal to one when perfect conjugate impedance matching exist 

between the antenna and chip represented in Fig. 3.8, er,tag is the radiation efficiency 

of the tag antenna, Dtag is the tag antenna directivity, EIRP is the effective isotropic 

radiated power of the reader, and Pth is the threshold power of the tag chip [2]. 

However, the calculated read range using this formula is not always accurate due to 

different errors in design simulation, fabrication, and testing process. 

There are different methods for measuring the read range of a tag in practice. A 

simple way is to start reading a tag using a commercial reader and increase the 

distance between them constantly until the tag stops responding. The maximum 

distance in which the tag is still responsive can be measured finally. The same 

method is used for testing the designs in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5. It is 

recommended to measure the read range in an anechoic chamber because the 

reflections and noise affects the read range [25]. The mentioned method has two 

drawbacks. Firstly, the readers are usually working in a fixed frequency and the 

result of the test cannot give any idea about the read range in a frequency sweep. So, 

the designer cannot be sure about the maximum possible read range in the frequency 
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band. Secondly, the power is fixed in this method and the distance is changing. For 

large amount of the reader power a big testing room is required.  

Another method for testing the tag that is common in the labs is to have a fixed 

distance between the tag and the reader and change the transmitter power until the 

minimum required power for waking up the tag is found. The maximum read range 

which is also called the theoretical read range is then calculated using the following 

equation derived from Friis formula: 

ref

ref
EIRP

EIRP
dd max

max   (3.6) 

where, dmax is the maximum possible tag read range (theoretical read range), dref is 

the reference read range measured in the lab, EIRPmax represents the maximum 

regulated EIRP which is 4 Watts in most regions, and EIRPref is for the equipment 

used to measure the reference read range in the lab. This method can be done using 

an RFID reader system connected to an antenna located inside an anechoic chamber 

as shown in Fig. 3.10. It is also possible to do this test in a transverse electromagnetic 

(TEM) cell. The RFID reader is equipped with a circulator and a signal analyser for 

receiving and analysing the reflected signal from the tag. There are testing kits 

available in the market which is consisted of the reader module and the antenna and a 

user-friendly software which can give the read range in the required frequency 

sweep. Tagformance from Voyantic is one of these products which has been used in 

the work presented in Chapter 6. 

 

 

Fig.  3.10. Measurement setup for finding the read range of a tag in anechoic chamber [25]. 
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3.3. Detuning Effect 

The detuning effect occurs when a label-type tag is placed on a material with a 

high dielectric constant. The background material affects the electric characteristics 

of the tag antenna and changes its frequency response which deteriorates the 

impedance matching and affects the read range consequently. The tag stops 

responding to the reader in severe cases [27]. The detuning effect on two commercial 

label-type tags are analysed in this section. This gives better understanding about the 

mechanism of this effect and helps in finding solutions to overcome this 

phenomenon.  

3.3.1. ALN-9640 

The detuning effect on ALN-9640 that is a general purpose tag from Alien 

Technology is investigated using CST simulation software. The target of this 

simulation is to find the effect of the host material on the impedance matching 

between the tag antenna and the chip. The real physical dimension of the tag is 

designed in the software as shown in Fig. 3.11. The overall dimension of the tag is 

95×8 mm
2
. A Higgs-3 RFID chip is used in ALN-9640. The equivalent circuit of this 

chip is a 1500 Ω resistor in parallel with a 0.85 pF capacitor. A lumped element 

capacitor is used in the design and located in the center of the antenna attached to the 

matching loop. Instead of adding a lumped element resistor, the impedance of the 

feed port is changed from 50 to 1500 Ω.  

 

 

Fig.  3.11. ALN-9640 designed in CST software.  
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The impedance matching and S11 result is calculated between the feed port and the 

rest of the design. This makes the analyzing process straightforward. The tag is 

placed on a dielectric slab with size of 140×80×10 mm
3 

and the relative dielectric 

constant of the slab is changed from 1 to 15 with step of 5. The result of the detuning 

effect is depicted in Fig. 3.12. There is a considerable frequency shift and detuning 

after increasing the relative dielectric constant from 1 to 5. The tag is normally out of 

order in practice when the reflection constant is more than -2 dB [28]. This means 

ALN-9640 is suitable for materials with low dielectric constant [22].  

 

 

Fig.  3.12. The detuning effect on ALN-9640 by changing the dielectric constant of the host 

material.  

3.3.2. ALN-9654 

ALN-9654 is another product of Alien Technology. This tag is specially designed 

for high dielectric constant materials and is claimed to have more robustness 

compared with ALN-9640. The same process for designing and testing this tag is 

done using CST software. The design is shown in Fig. 3.13. This tag is using the 

same chip thus the arrangement of the port and lump element is the same as ALN-

9640. The size of this tag is roughly 93×32 mm
2
. The relative dielectric constant of 

the background slab is changed from 1 to 15 in steps of 5. The frequency response of 

the tag is recorded each time and the result is depicted in Fig. 3.14. 
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Fig.  3.13. ALN-9654 designed in CST software. 

 

Fig.  3.14. The detuning effect on ALN-9654 by changing the relative dielectric constant of the 

host material. 

By comparing this result with the result of Fig. 3.12, it can be seen that ALN-9654 

offers a wider bandwidth in the working frequency. Of course, the level of the power 

reflection is consequently more than ALN-9640. This means ALN-9654 offers less 

read range in free space compared to ALN-9640. The advantage of ALN-9654 to 

ALN-9640 gets obvious when it is placed on a slab with a higher dielectric constant. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3.14, the detuning effect is less in ALN-9654 and the 

reflection is less than -2 dB in a wide range of frequency.  
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3.3.3. Equivalent Circuit Analysis 

It is already known that the detuning effect is the result of change in the 

characteristics of the antenna. The target of this part is to find out what is exactly 

changed in the tag when it is placed on a material with higher dielectric constant. The 

equivalent circuit analysis of the tag can give the answer. In fact, this analysis finds 

the elements in the equivalent circuit which are affected by the background material. 

First, it is needed to find a suitable equivalent circuit for a conventional dipole tag 

with a matching loop. A dipole tag with the corresponding equivalent circuit is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.15. The physical structure of the tag is in symmetry according to 

the vertical axis leading to a symmetric equivalent circuit. Looking at the equivalent 

circuit from right to left, it starts with the chip. The internal resistance and 

capacitance of the chip are shown in a series topology. However it can be easily 

converted to a parallel circuit. The chip is connected to the matching loop from both 

sides. The matching loop is basically providing a series inductance as depicted in the 

circuit. The series inductance is terminated to a shunt inductance which actually 

closes the matching loop and provides the required inductance for the chip. The 

remaining part is the two arms of the dipole which is represented by a series RLC 

circuit. More accurate circuit for a dipole can be found in [29] but for a narrow 

dipole working in a narrow frequency band the RLC is simpler and sufficient.  

 

 

Fig.  3.15. A typical matched RFID dipole tag and its equivalent circuit. 
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The inductance and capacitance of the dipole are influenced by the shape of the 

dipole arms. The capacitance has a relationship with the dielectric constant of the 

environment. Thus, this element is expected to be vulnerable to any change in the 

dielectric constant of the host material. The radiation characteristic of the dipole is 

represented by the radiation resistance in the circuit and finally the received 

electromagnetic signal is translated into a voltage source in the circuit. Applying the 

electric wall theory, the balanced circuit of Fig. 3.15 can be transformed to the 

unbalanced circuit shown in Fig. 3.16 [13, 30]. 

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.16 is designed and simulated in ADS software. 

The target of this simulation is to find the impact of increasing the dipole capacitance 

Cant on the impedance matching. The result of this simulation is presented in 

Fig. 3.17 (b).  

 

 

Fig.  3.16. Unbalanced equivalent circuit of a typical tag. 

 

Fig.  3.17. Detuning effect illustration in Smith chart. (a) Increasing the relative dielectric 

constant of ALN-9640 host material from 1 (solid line) to 5 (dashed line). (b) Increasing the 

capacitance of the dipole arm in the equivalent circuit from 1 pF (solid line) to 1.75 pF (dashed 

line).  
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The plot in the Smith chart shows how increasing the capacitance can cause a 

mismatch. This plot is compared with the plot of detuning effect in ALN-9640 in 

Fig. 3.17 (a) in which the relative dielectric constant is increased from 1 to 5. The 

plots in the two Smith charts are quite similar. It is concluded that the detuning effect 

is basically caused by increasing the value of the antenna capacitance. The antenna 

capacitance is increased from 1 pF to 1.75 pF in the simulation. More details about 

calculating the values of each element in the circuit are discussed in Chapter 4. An 

analysis on the relationship between the dielectric constant of the host material and 

the capacitance is done in Chapter 5 and a solution for increasing the robustness of 

the dipole tag is proposed. 

3.4. State of the Art 

The latest achievements in robust tags in the literature are reviewed in this section. 

Based on the application and the structure of the design, the works are divided into 

three groups. First, the tags applicable on liquid bottles are reviewed. Second, the 

most important tags employing ground plane are discussed. Finally, some label-type 

and groundless tags are reviewed. Studying the advantages and drawbacks of each 

group determines the common challenges in designing robust tags. 

3.4.1. Tags for Liquid Bottles 

Liquid bottles are one of the most challenging objects for RFID tags. There are a 

variety of bottles made of different material and filled with different liquids in the 

market that need to be tracked by RFID technology. The producers of wine are one 

of the costumers of this technology as they want to have a track of the expensive 

wine bottles from factory to the consumers. Liquid bottles seriously affect the 

performance of label-type tags placed on them. High permittivity and conductivity of 

water are the main reasons for this effect [27, 31]. Although the designs with a 

ground plane can tolerate liquid bottles, they are costly and bulky compared to label-

type tags. In addition, in many applications like tagging goods in stores it is required 

to hide the tag from the surface of the object for security and appearance reasons. 

There has been some work in the literature to solve the problem of tags used on 

liquid bottles. They are reviewed in this part. 
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One solution is to avoid the liquid by placing the tag on the neck of the bottle. The 

proposed design in [32] is depicted in Fig. 3.18. The structure of the antenna is quite 

similar to the conventional T-match tags but the arms of the dipole are connected 

togetherwithanextrainductiveloop.Theauthorsdidn’tgiveanydetailsabout the

theory of the design. However, this tag only works when the bottle is in a standing 

position because the performance of the tag would be dramatically affected when it is 

backed by the liquid. 

 

 

Fig.  3.18. Tag for neck of the bottle proposed in [32]. 
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Another solution is to embed the tag inside the cork as suggested in [33]. The 

proposed design and the fabricated prototype embedded inside the cork is illustrated 

in Fig. 3.19. The design is a typical meandered dipole matched with an inductive 

loop. The advantage of this design is that the tag stops working after opening the 

bottle. This works as a safety lock which prevents opportunists who change the 

contents of the bottle. However, due to the complicated design, the fabrication 

process would be costly. In addition, many liquid bottles do not have cork stoppers.    

 

 

Fig.  3.19. Cork embedded RFID tag [33]. 

Another effort for improving the performance is done with the cost of using a 

combined reflector plate on the back of the bottle [34]. The work is shown in 

Fig. 3.20. The tag is a simple dipole with inductive matching loop. The metallic plate 

at the back of the bottle increases the directivity and gain of the antenna which can 

somehow compensate the detuning effect of the liquid bottle. The drawback of the 

design is that the tag is not omni-directional. Furthermore, it is not possible to use the 

conductive patch on all bottles for appearance reasons.  
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Fig.  3.20. Reflector backed tag for liquid bottles [34]. 

 

Fig.  3.21. Folded dipole tag design for liquid bottles [31]. 

Another practiced solution in the literature is to fold the tip of the dipole as 

proposed in [31] or having a dipole with spiral tip [35]. The length of the dipole gets 

longer by folding the dipole arms. This improves the radiation efficiency of the 

antenna which is critical on the bottle. It is reported in [31] that by bending the 

folded dipole shown in Fig. 3.21, around the water filled bottle the null in the dipole 

E-plane radiation pattern can be removed and the tag can be readable from different 

angles. The high dielectric constant of the water is the main cause of this 

phenomenon. The whole bottle becomes part of the antenna in this case and changes 

the radiation pattern. It is shown in Fig. 3.22 that the nulls in the antenna directivity 

which represents the radiation pattern disappear after placing the antenna on the 

water filled bottle.  
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Fig.  3.22. Directivity of the antenna design of Fig.  3.21 in xy-plane at three different frequencies 

[31]. 

The disadvantage of the design is that the radiation pattern of the tag changes by 

attaching it on bottles with different shape and size. Thus, the proposed design is 

only useful on cylindrical bottles with certain size. The inductive matching loop in 

this design is used as well. However the thin conductive parts of the antenna restricts 

the bandwidth of the tag [5]. It is proved in Chapter 5 that thin parts make the tag 

even more vulnerable to the host material as they have less capacitance in the 

antenna body. 

There has been interesting solutions for the problem of tagging the liquid bottles 

as reviewed here but what is missing in the previous works is a deep study about the 

effect of the liquid on the performance of the tag in terms of impedance matching 

and detuning. A comprehensive study is conducted about this issue which is reported 

in Chapter 4. 

3.4.2. Tags for Metallic Objects 

Metallic objects are the most challenging host for RFID tags. The performance of 

a typical dipole tag becomes seriously affected in the vicinity of a metallic object 
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[27, 36, 37]. A metallic plate with a distance of quarter of a wavelength from the 

dipole tag improves the gain and performance of the antenna but this length in      

866 MHz is approximately 86 mm which is not acceptable in most applications. The 

tag needs to be close to the host metallic objects in a distance much smaller than 

quarter wavelength. In this condition the currents of the antenna induce almost the 

same current with reverse phase on the surface of the metallic object [38]. The 

negative effect of this currents increases when the tag gets closer to the object. It is 

clear that the tag stops working when the distance from metallic body reaches to 

zero. The existence of these surface currents can be explained by electromagnetic 

boundary condition.  

It is known that the tangential electric filed on the surface of the metallic host 

should be zero. Therefore, it is necessary to have the surface currents with reverse 

phase to cancel the electric field of the antenna on the surface. The image theory can 

also be used for describing this effect. The metallic surface is removed in image 

theory while keeping the boundary condition satisfied. Thus, an image antenna is 

needed in the other side of the plate with reverse phase of currents. The superposition 

of the electric field of the two sources cancels out each other on the boundary of the 

metallic plate. The radiation of the two sources also cancels out each other in the far 

field which leads to a low radiation efficiency of the antenna. The input impedance 

of the antenna is also influenced by this metal interaction. The change in the input 

impedance deteriorates the impedance matching with the chip which is another 

important factor in tag performance. In summary, the radiation efficiency and the 

input impedance are the two important factors that get affected by a metallic host as a 

function of the distance [39].  

The impact of the presence of a metallic plate in close distance to a quarter 

wavelength dipole working at 866 MHz is studied in [2]. The radiation efficiency of 

the antenna as a function of the distance with the metallic plate is plotted in Fig. 3.23 

(a). The radiation efficiency increases from a low value up to 25% when the distance 

is increased to 3 mm. This radiation efficiency at the mentioned thickness is 

acceptable in practice but the problem is with impedance matching. The input 

impedance of the antenna remains very low as shown by the plot of Fig. 3.23 (b). 

Thus, dipole tags are not a suitable candidate for metallic objects.   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig.  3.23. The effect of changing the distance of a dipole antenna from the metallic plate on (a) 

Radiation efficiency and (b) Input impedance [2]. 

There has been an extensive amount of studies about metallic mountable tags in 

the literature. The most significant designs are reviewed in this part. The ground 

plane seems to be a crucial part in the antenna for protection from the metallic host 

material. Thus, most of the designs can be categorized as patch antennas. A typical 

patch antenna is comprised of a ground plane, dielectric substrate, and the 

conducting patch. In transmitting mode, the patch is excited by a time varying signal. 

This induces a time varying electric field between the patch and ground plane 

companied by the surface currents on both of them. The radiation occurs at the two 

edges of the patch perpendicular to the surface currents. According to the skin effect, 

the surface currents just exist on the surface of the ground plane facing the dielectric 
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substrate. Thus, the patch antenna is isolated form the host metallic object while it is 

working. The thickness of the substrate is normally between 0.01λ and 0.05λ [40]. 

These characteristics make this antenna the best choice as a low profile planar design 

for metallic mountable tags. 

 

 

Fig.  3.24. Long read range patch studied in [41]. 

There is no size limit for tags in tracking large metallic objects used in heavy 

industries. The gain and read range of the tag can be improved by increasing the 

dimension of the prototype. The work presented in [41] is an example of long read 

range tags. The designed prototype is shown in Fig. 3.24. The tag is designed on a 

substrate with relative dielectric constant of 2.2. The overall dimension of the tag is 

131×68×3.3 mm
3
. The authors found that a 16 mm gap between the edge of the patch 

and substrate can effectively suppress the fringing effect. The reported radiation 

efficiency of the tag is 89%. The chip is located at the edge of the patch as can be 

seen in the figure. The other side of the chip is connected to the ground via three 

sides. The perfect impedance matching can be achieved by adjusting the dimension 

of these conductive arms. The read range of the tag on a 20×20 cm
2
 metallic plate 

with EIRP = 4 W is 25 m. A similar work is reported in [42]. 

There is always a compromise between the size of the tag and the offered read 

range. In many applications the designers have to sacrifice the read range in favour 

of the size. However there are some size reduction techniques. Applying slots on the 

patch is a practiced method for size reduction. The presence of slots on the patch 

forces the surface current to travel a longer distance which basically increases the 
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length and lowers the resonant frequency of the antenna. A multi-slotted tag design is 

proposed in [43]. The structure of the tag shown in Fig. 3.25 is comprised of an 

inductive loop connected to the chip. The currents on the loop excite the slotted 

patch. The patch is connected to the ground at two corners for impedance matching 

reasons as authors reported. The overall dimension of the tag is 50×50×1.6 mm
3
 and 

the read range is 5 m. The slot is also applied to the designs reported in [44-46].   

 

 

Fig.  3.25. Multi-slotted tag reported in [43]. 

Employing a high dielectric substrate is another method for reducing the size of 

the design. By increasing the permittivity of the substrate the electrical length of the 

system increases which leads to a reduction in the resonant frequency and 

miniaturization. A ceramic substrate with relative dielectric constant of 48 is used in 

the work reported in [47]. In addition to the substrate, this design also has slots for 

size reduction as shown in Fig. 3.26. The overall size of the tag is 25×25×3 mm
3
 and 

the read range is 10.1 m.  

 

 

Fig.  3.26. Miniaturized tag designed in [47]. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.  3.27. Center fed tags: (a) Bowtie tag reported in [48]. (b) Stepped impedance tag reported in 

[49]. 

The chip is connected to the edge of the patch in all the tags reviewed so far. 

There are several designs in which the chip is located in the center of the structure 

and connected to two patches. The two patches are usually connected to the ground 

with either conductive wall or vias. 

A bowtie shaped tag is reported in [48]. The chip is located in the center of the 

symmetric patch as depicted in Fig. 3.27 (a) and each patch is connected to the 

ground plane via holes. The analysis given by the authors define the tag as a parallel 

RLC circuit. The resistance R represents the radiation of the tag. The LC components 

behave as a high impedance circuit at resonant frequency. This makes the resistance 

of the chip be matched to the resistance of the antenna. The resonant frequency is 

related to the value of L and C which can be adjusted by changing the dimensions of 

the tag and number of the via holes. The overall dimension of the tag is 68×30×3 

mm
3
 and the read range reaches up to 3.3 m with EIRP = 0.4 W.  

A similar design is presented in [49]. The two patched are connected to ground 

plane using shorted wall instead of vias. This makes the design simpler. The patches 

are loaded with slots. However the authors call it stepped impedance patch and they 

use transmission line model to analyse the design. This geometry enables the 

designer to easily tune the antenna and do the impedance matching. The overall 

dimension of the tag is 88×60×0.76 mm
3
 and the read range is 5.4 m with EIRP = 4 

W. Other similar designs in which the center fed patch is connected to the ground at 

the edges are reported in [50-54]. 
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Fig.  3.28. PIFA design for RFID tag proposed in [55]. 

Planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA) are a special type of patch antenna which has 

low profile and multi-resonant characteristics. These features have made it popular in 

cell phone antenna designs [56, 57] and RFID tags [2]. A PIFA in its standard shape 

is a patch antenna which is shorted to the ground at one edge by either conductive 

wall or vias. Thus the radiation just occurs at the opposite edge of the patch. There is 

an extra connection between the patch and the ground in standard PIFA design which 

makes the cross sectional view of the antenna similar to letter F. However, for 

achieving the desired antenna characteristics in tag designs, the traditional shape of a 

PIFA needs to be modified usually. For example, the PIFA proposed in [55] is shown 

in Fig. 3.28. The chip is located at the corner of the design connected to the patch 

and ground as depicted in the picture. A shorting plate located at the opposite side of 

the patch connects the patch to the ground plane. The design has the overall 

dimension of 59×59×3 mm
3
 and the read range is 4.3 m on a 60×60 cm

2
 metallic 

plate with ERP = 0.5 W. 

The authors of [58] showed by applying an open end stub to the design it is 

possible to eliminate the connection of the chip to the ground and also achieve a dual 

band antenna that can cover the two common frequency band in UHF RFID tag 

protocol. The proposed design is depicted in Fig. 3.29. The overall size of the design 

is 62×51.3×3 mm
3
 and the measured read range with ERP = 2 W is 10.9 m. Other 

work that can be categorized as PIFA designs are reported in [59-61]. 
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Fig.  3.29. Dual band modified PIFA reported in [58]. 

Not all the designs in the literature are limited to patch antenna. In some works a 

dipole antenna is used and the destructive effect of the ground plane is controlled by 

adding extra components and protecting the dipole. The design introduced in [62] is 

depicted in Fig. 3.30. An intermediate de-coupling layer is applied between the 

ground and dipole for protection. The overall size is 95×25×3.6 mm
3
 and the read 

range with EIRP = 4 W is 6.2 m. Parallel bars are used as intermediate layer in the 

work proposed in [63]. The bars protect the tag and also excite the multi-resonant 

modes. 

 

 

Fig.  3.30. Dipole tag protected by de-coupler proposed in [62]. 
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Another practiced method for protecting the antenna from the metallic object is to 

support the antenna with a cavity. The radiating part of the system is usually a       

slot [64, 65] or patch antenna [66, 67]. The cavity backed tag antenna proposed in 

[68] is reviewed here. The structure of the design is illustrated in Fig. 3.31. The 

overall size of the tag is 127×90×5 mm
3
. The structure is comprised of three parts: 

The cavity, the dipole, and the slotted cover. The chip is located in the middle of the 

dipole. Looking at the system as a transmitting antenna, the dipole excites the cavity 

and the radiation take place at the two U-slots on the cover face of the cavity as can 

be seen in the figure. According to the size of the structure which is bigger that the 

most reviewed works a long read range is expected. The antenna reached a 5.7 dBi 

gain and 23 m of read range. Another similar work in the literature is a cavity backed 

bowtie antenna reported in [69].  

 

 

 

Fig.  3.31. Cavity backed tag proposed in [68]. 
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Fig.  3.32. The antenna proposed in [70]. 

Connection to the ground or having extra layers increases the cost of the 

prototype. All of the tags reviewed so far consist of costly and complicated 

structures. Here, some tags with simpler design are reviewed. The design shown in 

Fig. 3.32 is introduced in [70]. It is comprised of an FR-4 substrate with 1.5 mm 

thickness. One side of the substrate is the ground plane and the other side is the slot 

patch shown in the figure. As can be seen there is no need for connection between 

the two layers. The overall dimension is 120×23×1.5 mm
3
. The read range of the tag 

in free space is 3.5 m with EIRP = 4 W. There is no study about the performance on 

large metallic plates. Another slot design tag is proposed and analysed in [71]. 

The input impedance of a dipole antenna reduces dramatically when it is close to a 

metallic plate as mentioned earlier in this section. The reduction of the input 

impedance increases the mismatch loss and decreases the radiation efficiency of the 

antenna [72]. There has been some effort to tackle this problem by improving the 

impedance of the antenna when it is close to a perfect electric conductor (PEC). It is 

known that the input impedance of a dipole can be increased by having a folded 

dipole [64]. It was shown in [72] that by designing a multiple-arm folded dipole the 

radiation efficiency and impedance matching of a dipole located at a distance less 

than 0.05 λ from thePECcanbe improved.Following this finding, the authors in 

[73] proposed a three arm folded dipole designed to be matched to RFID chip. The 

prototype of the design is depicted in Fig. 3.33 (a). The overall size of the design is 

125×14×1.5 mm
3
 and the achieved read range is around 5 m with ERP = 2 W. The 

authors managed to reduce the length of the antenna by cutting one of the dipole 

arms and connecting that side to the ground via holes as shown in Fig. 3.33 (b). 

However, this method increases the cost of the fabrication. Similar multiple-arm 

folded dipole tags are suggested in [74, 75]. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig.  3.33. Multiple-arm folded dipole proposed in [73]. (a) Basic design. (b) Compact design. 

Following the trend to make the tag design as simple as possible, there has been 

some groundless tag designs. This type of tag is simply comprised of a substrate and 

a radiator patch on top. The surface of the metallic host material plays the role of the 

ground plane when the tag is attached on it. A sample of this type of tag is proposed 

in [76]. The structure of the fabricated prototype is depicted in Fig. 3.34. 

 

 

Fig.  3.34. Ground less tag proposed in [76]. 
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The chip is connected to a matching loop which provides the required inductance for 

matching. The patch is inductively coupled to the loop. The loop excites the two 

patches which provide a dual band frequency response for working at the desired 

UHF RFID frequencies. The overall size of the design is 80.5×74.5×1.5 mm
3
. The 

tag is basically designed and tuned to work on metallic objects. However, it can still 

work on non-metallic material but with limited read range. The measured read range 

on metallic plate with EIRP = 4 W is 7.9 m and in free space is 4.4 m.  

 

 

Fig.  3.35. Miniaturized groundless tag reported in [77]. 

In order to achieve low cost conformal tags, flexible substrates can be used in the 

design of groundless tags. The thin flexible design is a suitable choice for tagging 

metallic cans and containers. A miniaturized groundless tag is introduced in [77]. 

The design is employing a high permittivity ceramic (BaTiO3) polymer substrate 

with 1.5 mm thickness. The relative dielectric constant of the polymer is 12 which 

helps in miniaturizing of the antenna by increasing the electrical length of the design 

and reducing the resonant frequency. The overall size of the design is 28×13×1.5 

mm
3
 which makes it suitable for tracking small metallic objects. The structure of the 

design is depicted in Fig. 3.35. The two halves of the tag are connected by the thin 

track (f). This creates an inductive loop for impedance matching. The slots (g) in the 

design help to lengthen the path of the surface currents. This lowers the resonant 

frequency and contributes in further miniaturization of the design. The resonant 

frequency of the tag antenna can be tuned by altering the length of the slot (g). The 

flexible substrate makes the tag attachable on conformal objects. The tag was 
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measured with EIRP = 4 W and the achieved read range on metallic object is 2.65 m. 

The performance on non-metallic objects is not reported. Other groundless tag 

designs can be found in [78, 79]. 

3.5. Conclusion 

The basics of passive UHF RFID tags have been introduced in this chapter. Some 

designs in the literature for liquid bottles were reviewed. It is learned that there is a 

lack of study in the literature on the effect of liquid bottle on the performance of the 

tag antenna in terms of equivalent circuit and impedance matching. All the reviewed 

efforts were about increasing the directivity of the tag on the bottle or avoiding close 

contact between the liquid and the tag. Tags for metallic objects were also reviewed 

in this chapter. It is learned that long read range tags are available with the cost of 

complicated and bulky designs. Different types of patch antennas were introduced. 

Patch antennas offer a low-profile tag with outstanding performance but the need for 

conductive wall or via is a negative point. Patch antennas are functional on non-

metallic objects but the performance is limited in terms of read range and radiation 

pattern. A multiple-arm folded dipole was introduced as a simple design with 

acceptable performance in vicinity of the metallic objects but the performance on 

non-metallic objects is limited as the tag is tuned and matched for working on the 

metallic plate. Simpler patch designs were introduced by eliminating the need for a 

ground plane. However, the performance on non-metallic objects is limited again.  
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Chapter 4. A UHF RFID Tag with 

Improved Performance on Liquid 

Bottles 

 

The literature review in Chapter 3 showed there is a lack of study on the effect of 

liquid bottle on the performance of the tag. In this chapter, the performance of one of 

the latest commercial tag designs on a thin liquid bottle is investigated. The effect of 

water on the frequency response is studied from the equivalent circuit point of view. 

It is found the effect of the liquid bottle is a reduction in radiation resistance and an 

increase in the loss resistance. This destructive effect is compensated by adding two 

arms to the dipole without increasing the size of the tag and a new design with an 

improved reading range and bandwidth is then proposed. Finally, the performance of 

the proposed prototype is tested and compared with the commercial tags. 
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4.1. Analysis of ALN-9768 

ALN-9768 which is known as “Wonder Dog” is one of the latest products of

Alien [22]. It is a general purpose tag particularly designed for RF reflective and 

absorbing materials such as metals and bottled liquids. The performance of this tag in 

free space and on a thin liquid bottle is studied by simulation and circuit analysis in 

the following subsections. 

4.1.1. Structure Simulation 

The physical structure of ALN-9768 is analysed and simulated by using CST 

software. The passive tag is composed of a chip and an antenna which are connected 

together by a matching loop as shown in Fig. 4.1.  

 

 

Fig.  4.1. Physical structure of ALN-9768 with dimension details. All values are in millimeters. 

The matching loop provides the required inductive impedance for conjugate 

matching to the capacitive impedance of RFID chip. This is to achieve the maximum 

power transfer [25]. The short dipole antenna is loaded with capacitive plates at both 

ends. This facilitates the impedance matching and also increases the average current 

on  the radiating wire leading to an improvement in the radiation  efficiency of the 

tag [21]. It is known that the radiation efficiency of the tag is severely limited by the 

presence of water [31]. Thus, perfect impedance matching with a sufficient 

bandwidth plays an important role in having a reliable universal tag that covers UHF 

RFID EPC Gen 2 band (860-960 MHz, but most countries use either 865-868 or 902-

928 MHz bands). The reflection coefficient S11 parameter of the tag in free space 

and on a plastic bottle with relative permittivity of 2.3, thickness of 1 mm and 

dimensions of 80×80×200 mm
3
 is simulated and the result is plotted in Fig. 4.2.  
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Fig.  4.2. S11 and the Smith chart of ALN-9768 and the proposed tag in free space and on a 

plastic bottle filled with water. 

The S11 is at the chip input port and matched to the chip impedance. It is observed 

that the tag is out of tune. In general purpose tags, the antenna is usually designed to 

resonate slightly higher than the various international band. This compensates for the 

effect of the dielectric material on the tag [5]. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2, the 

frequency response of the tag is affected by the liquid bottle with a smaller 

bandwidth and smaller return loss. This not only affects the reading range but also 

makes the tag sensitive to any changes in the material and thickness of the bottle and 

also the environmental temperature. The permittivity of the tag substrate is altered by 

changing the environmental temperature. This leads to detuning of the tag. The study 

in [80] shows the resonant frequency of a tag with paraffin wax substrate can be 

shifted up to 30 MHz by increasing the temperature from 30º to 60º C. The role of 

the liquid bottle in changing the frequency response of the tag can be clarified by 

studying the equivalent circuit of the tag in the next subsection. 

4.1.2. Equivalent Circuit Analysis 

The physical structure of the tag in Fig. 4.1 can be translated into the equivalent 

circuit of Fig. 4.3 by applying the electric wall concept [5], [30]. Due to the mutual 

inductance and radiation from the matching part it is difficult to have an accurate 

prediction on the values of the elements in the circuit. However it is possible to have 

an approximate estimation on the values. The inductance can be found by (4.1):  
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Fig.  4.3. Equivalent circuit of ALN-9768. The values are for the tag working in free space. 

where l and w are respectively the length and width of the conductive trace [5]. The 

calculation of the inductance for the antenna divided by the electric wall results in: 

Lser = 10.5 nH, Lsh = 3.2 nH, and Lant = 19.3 nH. The antenna capacitance is mostly 

provided by the plates at the end of the dipole. A study done in [5] shows that a disk 

with radii of around 1 cm provides capacitance of about 1 pF. The antenna resistance 

is the sum of the radiation and loss resistance (Rant = Rrad + Rloss). The loss resistance 

is usually negligible in comparison to radiation resistance at the working frequency 

of UHF RFID tag in free space. The radiation resistance for a small dipole can be 

approximated by (4.2): 

2

80 











l
Rrad  (4.2) 

where l is the length of the antenna and α is a factor between 0.5 and 1 depending on 

the current distribution along the antenna. For example, the factor α is equal to 1 for 

a dipole antenna with uniform current distribution and it is equal to 0.5 for an open-

ended short dipole [21]. By considering the working frequency of the tag at 866 

MHz, the radiation resistance is supposedtobebetween12.17Ωand48.66Ω. The 

equivalent circuit for Higgs-4RFIDchipisa1.8kΩresistorinparallelwitha0.95

pF capacitor. These values are respectively divided and multiplied by 2 after 
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applying the electric wall concept. ADS software is used to simulate the equivalent 

circuit and the value of elements that achieved by fine tuning is given in Fig. 4.3. 

They are in good agreement with the predicted values by calculation. These values 

are for the tag working in free space. It is observed that by increasing the value of 

Rant from35Ωto125Ωthefrequencyresponseofthecircuitresemblestheeffectof

the liquid on the tag. The result is depicted in Fig. 4.4 which is similar to Fig. 4.2. As 

shown in Fig. 4.5, the directivity of the tag is increased from 1.92 dBi to 3.29 dBi in 

presence of liquid but the total radiation efficiency is decreased from -0.17 dB to -

22.17 dB. Thus it can be concluded that the liquid causes an increase in Rloss leading 

to a total increase in Rant. This results in the impedance mismatch and reduced 

bandwidth. 

 

 

Fig.  4.4. The frequency response of the equivalent circuit for Rant = 35 Ω and Rant = 125 Ω. 

 

Fig.  4.5. The radiation pattern of ALN-9768 in: (a) free space and (b) on a plastic bottle filled 

with water. 
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4.2. Equivalent Circuit Modification 

Having identified the problem, a novel solution is proposed in this section by 

compensating the effect of the liquid: a smaller resistance in parallel to Rant is added. 

In this way it is possible to correct the total resistance in the antenna body in order to 

create the optimum impedance matching with the chip. The parallel resistance is 

added to the circuit in the form of another series resonant RLC circuit as shown in 

Fig. 4.6. The resonant frequency of the added RLC circuit should be close to the 

resonant frequency of antenna body. To show the effect of the new added resistance, 

ahighvalueofabout1kΩisconsidered first. Such a high resistance in parallel to 

125Ωshouldnotmakeasignificantchangeonthefrequencyresponse.Forthenext

step,thevalueofresistanceissettobeabout35Ω.Compensationtakesplaceatthis

point as depicted in Fig. 4.7. 

 

 

Fig.  4.6. Modified equivalent circuit of the tag for compensating the effect of liquid on the 

frequency response. 

 

Fig.  4.7. Determining the effect of Rcom on the frequency response by changing the resistance 

from 1 kΩ to 35 Ω. 
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In an optimum tag design the impedance of antenna should be matched at the 

working resonant frequency. The circuit of Fig. 4.3 is simply translated from the 

physical structure and it cannot clearly reflect the manner of the system in resonance. 

This circuit can be transformed to a simpler form by using the method introduced in 

[13]. For the proposed circuit in Fig. 4.6, another stage of transformation is needed. It 

is found that the proposed circuit can be simplified to the circuit shown in Fig. 4.8. 

The parameters β, x, and y can be found by following equations: 
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where Zant and Zcom are the input impedances of the antenna body and the added part 

for compensating the effect of liquid. The derivation of equation (4.4) is proved in 

Appendix A. The transformed circuit depicted in Fig. 4.8 is comprised of two series 

resonators and one parallel resonator.  

 

 

Fig.  4.8. The modified equivalent circuit transformed into a simple circuit consisting of parallel 

and series resonators. 
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The series resonators act as a short circuit at the resonant frequency and the parallel 

resonator acts as an open circuit. So, the circuit simply converts to a new 

arrangement of resistors. The maximum power transfer occurs when Rant in parallel 

to Rcom is equal to β
2
Ric. 

4.3. Tag Design and Measurement  

The proposed equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.6 is translated into the physical structure 

shown in Fig. 4.9. The structure is designed and simulated using CST software. The 

overall structure of the proposed tag is based on the dimensions of ALN-9768 shown 

in Fig. 4.1. The dimension of the matching loop is increased in the proposed design 

to shift the resonant frequency of the tag down to the required band when it is on the 

bottle. The added series RLC circuit is translated into two arms in symmetry as can 

be seen in Fig. 4.9. The short gap of the arms provides enough capacitance and low 

loss resistance needed for impedance matching as discussed in the preceding section. 

The frequency response of the proposed design is depicted in Fig. 4.2 as well for 

easy comparison with the reference tag. The added arms increase the return loss and 

bandwidth of the tag in the working frequency. The -10 dB bandwidth is increased 

from 3.7 % to 13.5 % for the tag on the bottle. This is achieved without increasing 

the dimensions but using the available space in an efficient way. In general, if the 

size is limited in one or two dimensions, the performance can be improved by using 

more of the remaining space [21]. The S11 of the proposed design in free space is 

around -2 dB in the desired band as can be seen in Fig. 4.2. According to the high 

radiation efficiency of the tag in free space, this value is sufficient for most RFID 

applications in practice [81]. 

 

 

Fig.  4.9. Proposed modified structure of the tag for compensating the effect of liquid on the 

frequency response. All values are in millimeters. 
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A sample of the proposed tag is made by etching the structure of Fig. 4.9 into a 

copper sheet. A Higgs-4 SOT RFID chip is soldered to the tag. Please see Appendix 

B for more information about this chip. The reading range of the tag is measured in 

an anechoic chamber using Nordic ID PL3000 UHF RFID reader which is a 

handheld device with 630 mW equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The 

performance of the tag is compared with ALN-9768 and ALN-9770 (another tag 

from Alien known as BAT). This tag is specially designed for automotive batteries 

and other challenging metal, plastic, and fluid containers [22]. Three different types 

of water bottle are used for the experiment. The measurement setup and the tags on 

the bottles are illustrated in Fig. 4.10. The maximum reading range is measured in 

each case and the results are listed in Table 4.1. The proposed design offers the 

longest reading range in all cases. 

 

 

Fig.  4.10. (a) Determining the reading range of the tags in an anechoic chamber. (b) Proposed 

design on a glass bottle. (c) Wonder Dog on a paper carton. (d) BAT on a plastic bottle. 
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Table  4.1. Reading range of the tags in centimeters. 

Material BAT WonderDog Proposeddesign 

Freespace 110 150 220 

Paperbottle 29 45
 

79 

Glassbottle 13 22 31 

Plasticbottle 16
 

23 54 

4.4. Conclusion 

One of the latest commercial UHF RFID tag designs on liquid bottles has been 

analysed in this chapter. Equivalent circuit analysis of the tag working on a liquid 

bottle showed the liquid dramatically affects the impedance matching between the 

tag and the RFID chip by changing the input impedance of the tag antenna. The 

result of the analysis confirmed the liquid bottle causes an increase in the real part of 

the input impedance of the tag antenna which is basically the loss resistance as the 

liquid bottle absorbs the energy of the tag. This change in the input impedance of the 

antenna limits the amount of power delivered to the chip and consequently reduces 

the read range of the tag working on liquid bottle. 

The proposed solution to overcome the destructive effect of the liquid bottle is to 

add two extra arms in the antenna body. The extra arms reduce the real part of the 

input impedance of the antenna and help to reach an optimum impedance matching 

between the tag antenna and the chip. Both the simulation and experimental results 

have shown that the proposed solution can increase the read range of the tag on 

different liquid bottles and also in free space. This improvement is achieved without 

increasing the overall dimensions of the designs compared to similar commercial 

tags. The proposed solution in this chapter can be used as a general idea in designing 

novel robust tags. 
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Chapter 5. RFID Tags Mountable on 

Metallic and Non-Metallic Objects 

 

After studying and improving the performance of a tag on liquid bottles in 

previous chapter, more general designs are proposed in this chapter which can 

tolerate a range of materials. This chapter is comprised of two main sections. In the 

first section, a study is performed on the main circuit elements of a typical label-type 

tag with the target of finding the most vulnerable parts to host material. It is found 

that the capacitance in parallel to the feeding point of the tag is the most sensitive 

element in the circuit. The capacitance of the antenna body is also found to be an 

important element. A bigger antenna capacitance leads to less sensitive tag designs. 

Based on these findings a low profile and low cost label-type tag design is proposed.  

In the second section, a dual-polarized tag supported by substrate and ground 

plane is introduced. It is known that by supporting the slot antenna with a shallow 

cavity, the robustness of the tag to metallic objects can be achieved. Applying this 

method, a dual-polarized thin cavity-backed slot antenna for RFID tag is proposed in 

this section. The simple single layer design with no via enables a low cost 

production. Dual-polarized symmetric shape is another advantage of the proposed 

tag. Small handheld RFID readers have a linearly polarized antenna that needs to be 

aligned in polarization with ordinary tags while the proposed design guarantees a 

reliable connection regardless of the orientation of tag and reader. 
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5.1. Label-Type 3D RFID Tag Mountable on 

Metallic and Non-Metallic Objects 

Cost and reliability in performance are two prominent factors in RFID tags. 

Label-type tags made with flexible thin material are reliable and cost effective for 

tracking purposes but they fail on challenging materials like water and metals [27]. 

The target of this section is to investigate a way to eliminate the need for substrate in 

the design and have a label-type tag with reliable performance. The equivalent circuit 

of a common design of tag is studied first and the most sensitive elements of the 

circuit are identified and analysed. A novel design of the tag is proposed after that 

and the performance is studied by performing simulation and experiment. 

5.1.1. Capacitance Analysis 

As mentioned earlier, metallic and high dielectric objects are the most challenging 

materials for tags. Metallic objects induce a short circuit on both sides of the chip 

and the tag eventually stops working but high dielectric materials have different 

effect on the circuit. By attaching the tag on a high dielectric material all the 

capacitances in the circuit undergo a change [28]. This affects the impedance 

matching between the chip and the antenna. Consequently, the reading range is 

reduced and the tag can even be out of order in severe cases. This phenomenon is 

called detuning which was studied in Section 3.3. Analysing the role of the 

capacitances in the equivalent circuit can be helpful for producing new robust 

designs. 

5.1.1.1. Capacitances in the Equivalent Circuit 

The equivalent circuit of a common RFID tag is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. There are 

three capacitors in the circuit as shown in the figure. Cic is the internal capacitance of 

the chip that is fixed and cannot be affected by the adjacent material. Csh is the shunt 

capacitance in the matching loop which is normally negligible when the tag is in free 

space and Cant is the antenna capacitance [5]. The sensitivity of Csh and Cant is 

studied in the following. 
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Fig.  5.1. Equivalent circuit of a typical RFID tag. 

To study the role of Cant the input impedance of the dipole can be considered first 

by (5.1): 
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where R is the radiation resistance of the antenna, L is the inductance, εe is the 

effective relative dielectric constant of the background material, and C0 is the 

primary capacitance of the dipole in free space. Now, the input impedance in a 

certain fixed frequency can be considered as a function of εe. By calculating the 

derivative of the input impedance of εe it can be determined how the impedance is 

influenced by the effective relative dielectric constant: 
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For making the input impedance independent of εe , the term j/ωC0 should be close to 

zero as much as possible. One way is to increase the working frequency but it is not 

practical as UHF RFID band is limited to 860-960 MHz. Another solution is to 

increase C0. The practical way to increase this capacitance is increasing the surface 

area of the dipole which reduces the inductance L as well. This balance between L 

and C0 helps to maintain the resonant frequency of the dipole in the desired band. 

A straightforward way to analyse the effect of Csh is to add it to Cic and calculate 

Zic as shown in Fig. 5.1. This impedance can be found by (5.3): 
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Csh exists in thedenominatorofboth real and imaginarypartofZic.Thismeans a

smallchangeinthevalueofthiscapacitancecandramaticallyaffecttheimpedance

matchingbetweenchipandantenna.Theimpactofchangingthecapacitancesonthe

impedancematchingisstudiedinthenextsubsection. 

5.1.1.2. Capacitance and Impedance Matching  

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.1 is analysed using ADS software. The optimum 

value of elements for having a perfect impedance matching is mentioned in Fig. 5.1.  

 

 

Fig.  5.2. Effect of increasing the capacitances of equivalent circuit by 1 pF on the return loss. 

The primary value of Csh and Cant is 0 pF and 1.5 pF respectively. The effect of 

increasing the value of each capacitance by 1 pF is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. As can be 

seen in the figure, the resonant frequency does not shift by increasing the Cant but the  

return loss is degraded. There is still acceptable impedance matching after the change 

as the S11 is less than -2 dB which is sufficient for delivering required power to the 

chip in practice [28]. Note that to have this condition the primary value of Cant should  

be big enough as concluded in preceding subsection. The same change in Csh makes 

a destructive effect on the impedance matching. This means Csh is more sensitive 

than Cant. A solution to reduce the sensitivity of Csh is proposed in the next section. 
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5.1.2. Proposed Design 

The matching loop in ordinary label-type tags is in close contact with adjacent 

materials that leads to a change in the value of Csh. The proposed solution to protect 

this capacitance is to design a 3D shape antenna as depicted in Fig. 5.3. The 

matching loop connected to the chip is in parallel with the antenna body and 

protected by the underneath conductive patch. In other words, the matching loop is in 

a standing position compared to the flat matching loop of ALN-9768 as depicted in 

Fig. 5.3. By this way the matching between the chip and antenna maintains in an 

acceptable condition over a wide range of the dielectric constant and also the 

conductive materials. 

 

 

Fig.  5.3. Structure of the proposed design. All the dimensions are in millimeters. 
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5.1.2.1. Simulation Results 

The structure of Fig. 5.3 is designed and simulated using CST software. The tag is 

placed on a material with dimension of 200×200×10 mm
3
 and the relative dielectric 

constant of this slab is changed from 1 to 20. The effect of this change on the return 

loss of the tag is depicted in Fig. 5.4. As can be seen, there is no frequency shift in 

the resonant frequency. Of course there is degradation in the level of S11 over 

different values of εr but in all of them the S11 is below -2 dB which is sufficient as 

mentioned in previous section. The S11 for a metallic background is also depicted in 

Fig. 5.4. The value is below -1 dB which means the read range is limited in this case.  

 

 

Fig.  5.4. S11 of the proposed design when the background material is a metallic slab or a 

dielectric material with different relative dielectric constant. 

 

Fig.  5.5. Radiation pattern of the proposed design in: (a) free space and (b) on a metallic slab. 
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However,thiscanbealleviatedbytheincreaseddirectivityasanaturaleffectofthe

metallicbackground.Theradiationpatternofthetaginfreespaceandonametallic

slabisdepictedinFig.5.5.Thedirectivityincreasesfrom2.04dBito5.92dBiwhen

the tag is attached to a metallic slab. This contributes to maintain an acceptable

readingrangeonmetallicobjects. 

5.1.2.2. Measurement Results 

A prototype of the tag is fabricated using copper sheet and paper as substrate. A 

Higgs-4 SOT RFID chip is soldered in the center part of the tag as shown in Fig. 5.6. 

The reading range of the tag when attached on different materials is compared with 

ALN-9768 and ALN-9654 which are two products of Alien that are known to be 

tolerant to high dielectrics [22]. The measurement is done using Nordic ID PL3000 

UHF RFID reader in an anechoic chamber. This handheld reader has 630 mW 

equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The result of the measurement is 

tabulated in Table 5.1. The dimension of the background material is 200×200×10 

mm
3
. The proposed tag offers the longest reading range on glass material. This could 

be predicted by comparing the result of Fig. 5.4 where the best impedance matching 

is for material with relative dielectric constant of 5. The relative dielectric constant of 

glass is typically close to this value. The tag shows acceptable reading range in lower 

relative dielectric constants like free space and Teflon.  

 

 

Fig.  5.6. Reading range measurement of the proposed design by a handheld reader. 
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Table  5.1. Measured reading range of the tags in centimeters. 

Material ALN-9768 ALN-9654 Proposeddesign 

Freespace 216 220 127 

Metal 0 0
 

50 

Glass 250 250 295 

Waterbottle 6
 

6 36 

Teflon 280 280 228 

 

Although this reading range is less than the commercial tag samples but in high

dielectricconstantsandchallengingmaterialslikewaterbottleandmetallicslab,the

proposeddesignovercomestherivals.Theproposedtagoffers50cmreadingrange

onmetallicslabswhilethecommercialsamplesareuselessinthiscondition. 

5.2. Dual-Polarized UHF RFID Tag for Metallic 

and Non-Metallic Objects 

A dual-polarized RFID tag supported by ground plane is proposed in this section. 

The presence of the ground plane in the design provides robustness to the host 

material and the values of the circuit elements are not determining factors. Most of 

the advanced UHF RFID readers employ circularly polarized or dual-polarized 

antenna but a linearly polarized antenna is used in small handheld devices. A dual-

polarized tag design can provide a reliable communication with the small readers. 

The details of the design, simulation and measurement results are discussed in this 

section. 

5.2.1. Antenna Design 

A cavity-backed slot antenna is a common way of protecting the slot from 

background materials [64]. However, as the depth of the cavity needs to be a quarter 

of wavelength, this solution is not applicable in passive tags where a thin layer 

antenna is required. Reduction of the depth of the cavity is successfully done by 

modifying the topology and spreading the depth into the surface of the slot [65]. 

Applying this method, a dual-polarized thin cavity-backed slot antenna for RFID tag 

is proposed in this section. The antenna structure and details of the dimensions is 
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depicted in Fig. 5.7. It is printed on a 1.5 mm thick FR-4 substrate with relative 

dielectric constant εr = 4.3. The symmetric arrangement of triangle conductive 

patches creates the dual-polarized V-shaped slots in front layer. While the back of 

the design is covered with the ground plane, all the edges are covered with 

conductive walls to make the thin cavity filled with FR-4. Monza 4 RFID chip is 

used for the design. It has two independent ports for connection to the dual-polarized 

antenna as discussed in Chapter 3. Please see Appendix C for more information 

about this chip. Dual port connection increases the read sensitivity of the chip up to -

20 dBm that makes it useful in challenging environments. The chip is located in the 

centre of the tag and each port is connected to two triangle patches in symmetry 

according to the origin. 
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Fig.  5.7. Structure and dimensions of proposed design (top view and side view). 

5.2.2. Simulation Results 

In conventional antenna design the antenna port is usually matched to 50 ohm but 

in passive RFID tag designs the antenna needs to be conjugate matched to the chip as 

discussed in Chapter 3. Due to internal capacitive components for saving energy, 

RFID chips have capacitive input impedance which demands antenna design with 

inductive input impedance.  
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Fig.  5.8. Simulated input impedance of antenna and Monza 4 chip. 

 

Fig.  5.9. Return loss of the antenna in free space and on a 20×20 cm
2 

metallic plate. 

The complex input impedance of Monza 4 is (Zc = 13-j151) at 866 MHz, thus the 

input impedance of the antenna should be (Za = 13+j151) for perfect matching. 

CST and ADS software are used for simulation. The real and imaginary parts of 

the input impedance of the antenna and RFID chip are illustrated in Fig. 5.8. As can 

be seen the real and imaginary parts of the impedances intersect around 866 MHz. 

This means that the maximum power transfer exists between antenna and chip at this 

frequency. This deduction can be confirmed by studying the return loss of the design. 

The return loss in free space and on a 20×20 cm
2
 metallic plate is plotted in Fig. 5.9. 

As can be seen, the presence of the metallic plate does not leave any effect on the 

resonance frequency. This means the cavity-backed antenna is completely isolated 
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from background material and the input impedance of the antenna is not affected by 

the host material. A metallic host material can only affect the radiation pattern of the 

antenna in a constructive way. The directivity of the antenna increases by placing it 

on a metallic object. The result of simulation shows that the directivity of the antenna 

increases from 2.86 dBi to 6.1 dBi after placing it on a 20×20 cm
2
 metallic plate.  

 

θ θ

 

                                  (a)                                                     (b) 

Fig.  5.10. Directivity of proposed antenna (dBi). (a) Free space. (b) Metallic plate with 

dimension of 20×20 cm
2
. 

The directivity of antenna in XZ plane (φ = 0°) for the two cases is plotted in 

Fig. 5.10. The back lobe of the radiation pattern is comparable to the main lobe as 

can be seen in Fig. 5.10 (a). This is expected as the ground plane of the antenna has a 

finite dimension. By placing the antenna on a metallic plate which is equivalent to 

increasing the dimension of the ground plane, the radiation pattern gets reflected 

from the back to the front of the antenna. This improves the antenna gain and 

consequently the reading range which is investigated in the following section.  

5.2.3. Performance Measurement 

According to Friis formula, the reading range of a passive tag can be found by 

(3.4) as discussed in Chapter 3. Three parameters in Friis formula are usually 

affected by placing the tag on a metallic plate. These parameters are: Dtag, er,tag, and 

τ. The simulation result of Fig. 5.9 shows that τ remains unchanged for the proposed 
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design. As the radiation takes place at slots, er,tag would also remain stable. 

Therefore, the only varying parameter is the directivity of the antenna represented by 

Dtag. Thus, the ratio of reading range on metallic plate to reading range in free space 

for the proposed design can be found using (3.4) which leads to: 

f

m

f

m

D

D

d

d
  (5.4) 

where, subscripts m and f denote metallic plate and free space respectively. Using the 

values of directivity given in preceding section (6.1 and 2.86 dBi), the calculated 

reading range ratio is 1.46 which needs to be compared with the result of practical 

tests. 

 

 

Fig.  5.11. Fabricated tag under test in an anechoic chamber. 

Practical measurement of the tag is done in an anechoic chamber using Nordic ID 

PL3000 UHF RFID reader which is a handheld device with 630 mW EIRP and linear 

antenna. The setup for the test and the fabricated prototype is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. 

The reading range of the design in free space and on a 20×20 cm
2
 metallic plate is 

determined. The sensitivity of the design to the polarization angle is also tested by 

keepingthetaginXYplaneandchangingtheφanglefrom0°to90°in15°steps.

The position of the tag in Fig. 5.11 is for φ = 0°. The value of χ changes between 0 

and 1 by changing the φ angle for an ordinary tag with linear antenna but the result of 

measurement in Fig. 5.12  shows that  the variation of reading  range by changing the  
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Fig.  5.12. Reading range of the tag in free space and on a 20×20 cm
2
 metallic plate with different 

polarization angle. 

polarization angle is small for the proposed tag. In addition, the reading range 

increases by placing the metallic plate behind the tag as it was expected. The ratio of 

reading range on a metallic plate to reading range in free space for different φ angles 

from 0° to 90° is determined and the average value is 1.47 which is very close to the 

predicted value of 1.46 from the result of simulation. The agreement of these two 

values confirms that the metallic plate increases the directivity but has little effect on 

the other characteristics of the antenna. 

5.3. Conclusion 

Two RFID tag designs were proposed in this chapter. In the first design, by proper 

analysis of the equivalent circuit of label-type tags, it was shown that the most 

sensitive parts of the antenna are the capacitive parts in the feed point and antenna 

body. The result of the analysis confirmed that bigger capacitance in the antenna 

body leads to less sensitivity to the host material whereas less capacitance in the feed 

point helps to have less sensitivity. According to the findings, a novel label-type 

RFID tag was proposed. The robustness of the proposed 3D design to host material is 

improved without increasing the overall dimension neither using costly dielectric 

substrates. A small piece of flexible paper substrate is used in the design for physical 

strength and the tag can be conformal in two dimensions. The thickness of the design 

in the feeding point is just 1.5 mm. The analysis and measurement results showed 
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that the proposed design offers an outstanding read range on a different range of 

material. The most significant characteristic of the design is the acceptable read 

range on the metallic objects whereas the commercial label-type dipole tags are not 

practical on metallic hosts. 

In the second design, a new dual-polarized UHF RFID antenna design was 

proposed in this chapter. Cost effective fabrication on thin flexible substrates is 

possible with this design while eliminating the need for vias and complicated 

multilayer structures. The simulation and measurement results confirmed its 

robustness to metallic and non-metallic objects. Stability in the mutual polarization 

power efficiency between the tag and reader antennas is a special characteristic of the 

proposed design. This leads to insensitivity to the polarization angle which makes the 

tag suitable for tagging metallic objects which needs to be tracked by handheld 

readers with linear antennas. 
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Chapter 6. A Hybrid UHF RFID Tag 

Robust to Host Material 

 

The 3D tag proposed in Chapter 5 offers a good read range on different material 

but the reading range on metallic objects is limited compared with tags that employ 

patch antenna. The dual-polarized tag proposed in Chapter 5 offers stability to the 

antenna orientation but the read range is limited. The stability in performance and the 

optimum reading range on different materials are two important factors in tagging 

objects. The challenge is to have a single design which can fulfil these requirements. 

The label-type dipole tag offers a desirable omnidirectional radiation pattern 

perpendicular to the dipole axis but it is not functional on metallic bodies. On the 

other hand, the tags with a ground plane offer an outstanding read range on metallic 

bodies but lower read range on non-metallic objects. In addition, a directive radiation 

pattern is not desirable for tagging non-metallic materials. Therefore, none of the 

reviewed tags are efficient on all materials. 

In this chapter, a new tag design is proposed that shows the advantages of both 

mentioned groups: Omnidirectional radiation pattern on non-metallic objects and 

improved directive gain on metallic host materials with an acceptable read range in 

both cases. The hybrid UHF RFID tag proposed in this chapter works in two 

different modes. In one mode, the tag works as a dipole antenna on non-metallic 

objects and in the other mode it works as a short-ended quarter wavelength patch 

antenna on metallic objects. The design and analysis in two different modes are 

presented in next section followed by the fabrication and measurement results. 
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6.1. Tag Design and Analysis 

The structure of the proposed design is depicted in Fig. 6.1. A Monza 4 Dura 

RFID chip is used in the design. This chip has a dual port input which is basically 

provided for dual-polarized symmetric tag designs for having a uniform radiation 

pattern as introduced in Chapter 3. However, the chip can be used for other purposes 

as the two ports are working independently. For example, a dual band design is 

proposed using this chip in [51]. As discussed in Chapter 3, the antenna in passive 

RFID tag designs needs to be conjugate matched to the complex input impedance of 

the RFID chip [25]. According to the internal capacitive components for saving 

power, RFID chips have capacitive input impedance which demands antenna design 

with inductive input impedance. The complex input impedance of Monza 4 is Zchip = 

13-j151 at 866 MHz. Thus the input impedance of the antenna should be Zant = 

13+j151 for perfect matching.  

As mentioned earlier, the tag works in two different modes. Each port of the chip 

is activated in one mode. The horizontal port of Monza 4 chip which is in the 

direction of Y axis in Fig. 6.1 is activated in off-metal mode. The tag works as a 

matched dipole in this mode. The inductive loop connected to the chip provides the 

required inductance for conjugate impedance matching [30]. The design is supported 

by FR-4 substrate with 3.2 mm thickness. There is no ground plane in the back of the 

antenna as shown in Fig. 6.1. Therefore, the antenna can radiate freely around the 

dipole axis. The dipole is comprised of wide arms. This has two benefits. First, wide 

arms improve the robustness of the tag to the host material which is discussed in the 

next subsections. Second, the wide surface of the dipole arm can play the role of a 

patch antenna in on-metal mode.  

The vertical port of Monza 4 chip which is in the direction of X axis in Fig. 6.1 is 

activated in on-metal mode. This port leads to a conductive strip at one side and to 

conductive walls at the other side which is shown in the top and bottom of Fig. 6.1. 

By placing the tag on a metallic object, these conductors are capacitively coupled to 

the surface of the host material which acts as the ground plane and the tag transforms 

from a dipole into a patch antenna. The analysis of the tag working in off-metal and 

on-metal mode is presented in the following subsections. 
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Fig.  6.1. Structure of the proposed design. a = 11.5, b = 32, c = 2, and d = 9. All the values are in 

millimeters. 

6.1.1. Off-Metal Mode 

The equivalent circuit of the tag in off-metal mode is shown in Fig. 6.2. This 

circuit is used for most dipole based tag designs [5]. The input impedance of Monza 

4isequivalentto1.8kΩresistanceinparallelto1.21pFcapacitanceasdepictedin

Fig. 6.2 (a). The position of the desired input impedance of the tag antenna for 

having a conjugate match (Zant = 13+j151) would be close to the rim of the Smith 

chartnormalizedto50Ω[49], [58]. Studying the impedance matching is not easy at 

this point.  
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Fig.  6.2. Equivalent circuits of the proposed tag design working in off-metal mode. (a) Primary 

equivalent circuit translated from physical structure. (b) Transformed equivalent circuit with 

parallel and series resonators. 

It is better to normalize the Smith chart to Zant for having thematch point at the

centerofthechart.TheADSsoftwareprovidesthisfacilitybutsomesimulationtools

arenotcapableofnormalizingtheSmithcharttoacomplexload[82].Theproposed

solutionistoassumethecapacitanceofthechipaspartoftheantennaandconsider

thematchingbetweenthe1.8kΩresistorandtherestofthecircuitasillustratedin

Fig. 6.2 (a).TheSmith chart should be normalized to 1.8 kΩ in thismethod.The

equivalentcircuitofFig.6.2(a)canbetransformedtothecircuitofFig.6.2(b).This

circuitisacascadeofaparallelandseriesRLCresonator.Thefactorβcanbefound

by applying (4.3) as discussed in Chapter 4. The frequency response of the tuned

physical structure in free space is shown in Fig. 6.3 by solid plot. There are two

resonancesintheplotrepresentingthetwoparallelandseriesRLCresonatorsinthe

circuit. 
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Fig.  6.3. Frequency response of the tag in off-metal mode with different relative dielectric 

constant values of the host material. The Smith chart is normalized to 1.8 kΩ.   

The detuning effect occurs when the tag is placed on a material with a higher 

dielectric constant and this is mainly caused by changing the capacitance in the 

circuit.It is known that series RLC resonators with larger capacitance are less 

sensitive to dielectric constant variations as proved in Chapter 5. For that reason, the 

designed tag is comprised of wide arms. In parallel RLC resonators the smaller 

capacitance leads to less sensitivity. This can be shown by calculating the input 

admittance of a parallel RLC circuit and finding the derivative of it with respect to 

relative dielectric constant as follows: 
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where, εreff is the effective relative dielectric constant of the background material and 

C0 is the parasitic capacitance of the design which is in parallel with the chip 

capacitance. The internal chip capacitance is not contributing in the equation as it is 

not affected by host material. The parasitic capacitance should be as small as 

possible for making the derivative close to zero and having less sensitivity. This is 

guaranteed by having a thin matching loop and feed point. The detuning effect in 
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parallel resonator is less than the series one. Thus, one of the resonances in Fig. 6.3 is 

more robust to changes than the other one. The suggested method for having the 

optimum frequency response is to adjust the robust resonant frequency of the parallel 

resonator slightly higher than the desired working frequency and set the resonant 

frequency of the series resonator to lower close frequencies. By this way, the tag can 

cover the working frequency even after increasing the dielectric constant of the 

background material as shown in Fig. 6.3. Note that a -2 dB reflection coefficient is 

sufficient for running the chip in practice [28]. 

The elements of the parallel and series resonators in Fig. 6.2 (b) are related to 

each other by parameter β. Therefore, the two resonant frequencies cannot be tuned 

separately. Studying the impedance matching on a Smith chart can be helpful for 

tuning the frequency response of the tag. Different parts of the antenna and its effect 

on the impedance matching are analysed in the following. The result of this study can 

be generalized as a straightforward technic for fine tuning of any type of dipole 

based UHF RFID tag. 

The tag structure of Fig. 6.1 is divided into different critical parts distinguished by 

the number and the corresponding elements in the equivalent circuit are illustrated in 

Fig. 6.2 (a). The effect of altering each part of the design on impedance matching is 

analysed. The effect of reducing the length of the matching loop in part one, which is 

equivalent to reducing the inductance Lser, is investigated in Fig. 6.4. As can be  

 

 

Fig.  6.4. Reducing the length of part (1) in Fig.  6.1 and its effect on the frequency response and 

corresponding impedance matching in Smith chart.   
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Fig.  6.5. Reducing the length of part (2) in Fig.  6.1 and its effect on the frequency response and 

corresponding impedance matching in Smith chart.   

seen, the total plot in the Smith chart moves in a counter-clockwise direction which 

shifts the higher frequencies to the center of the chart. 

Reducing the length of the slot in the second part of the antenna is mainly 

equivalent to reducing the inductance Lant in the circuit. The consequence of this 

change is moving the notch on the plot in Smith chart towards higher frequencies in a 

clockwise direction as shown in Fig. 6.5. Similar to inductance Lant, reducing the 

capacitance Cant leads to a decrease in the inductive reactance of the series resonator 

[5]. Thus, the effect of reducing the capacitance Cant, which is equal to reducing the 

area of the dipole, is almost similar to the plot of Fig. 6.5. 

The third part of the antenna is equivalent to inductance Lsh. Reducing the 

thickness of this part increases the value of inductance. This transforms the notch on 

the plot in Smith chart to a loop as depicted in Fig. 6.6. The diameter of this loop can 

be further increased by increasing the value of inductance. The bandwidth of the 

frequency response can be controlled by this part. The radiation resistance Rant is 

mainly affected by the length of the dipole [5]. Decreasing Rant, similarly increases 

the diameter of the loop in the plot of Fig. 6.6 which can be another way for 

controlling the bandwidth. 
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Fig.  6.6. Reducing the width of part (3) in Fig.  6.1 and its effect on the frequency response and 

corresponding impedance matching in Smith chart. 

One of the advantages of the proposed tag is that there is no ground plane on the 

back of the substrate in off-metal mode. Thus, the radiation pattern is relatively 

uniform around the axis of the dipole as shown in Fig. 6.7. This makes the tag 

readable from different angles. 

 

 

Fig.  6.7. Radiation pattern of the tag in free space working in off-metal mode. 
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6.1.2. On-Metal Mode 

The hybrid tag transforms into a quarter wavelength patch antenna in on-metal 

mode as mentioned earlier. The patch is shorted to the ground using the conductive 

walls at one edge. Thus the radiation occurs at the opposite edge of the design. The 

excited electric field at this edge is the source of radiation in this antenna. According 

to the fringing effect, the length of the patch along X axis looks longer than the 

physical length. This difference can be found by (6.3) discussed in [26]: 
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where, h is the thickness of the FR-4 substrate, w is the width of the patch along Y 

axis, and εreff is the effective relative dielectric constant which can be found by (6.4): 
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where, εr is the relative dielectric constant of the substrate material which is 4.3 for 

FR-4. The physical length of a quarter wavelength patch resonating at frequency f0 

can be calculated by (6.5): 
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where, λ0 is the wavelength in free space at f0 . The calculated physical length using 

the defined formulas at 866 MHz is 41.7 mm which is close to the length of the 

proposed design. The difference is compensated by adding the slot in part (4) of 

Fig. 6.1. 

The surface currents on the patch start from a low level at the location of the chip 

and reach a maximum after passing the quarter wavelength path as shown in Fig. 6.8. 

The high currents guarantee acceptable radiation efficiency despite the small 

thickness of the tag. The currents at the location of the chip are low and the voltage 

between the patch and the ground is high. This condition provides appropriate input 

impedance for matching with the chip [5]. 
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Fig.  6.8. Surface currents of the design working in on-metal mode. 

 

 

Fig.  6.9. Equivalent circuit model of the tag working in on-metal mode. 

The equivalent circuit of the tag working in on-metal mode is shown in Fig. 6.9. 

The short circuit is seen as an open circuit from the location of the chip as the patch 

behaves like a quarter wavelength transformer. Similar to the off-metal mode, a 

conjugate impedance matching to the chip is required here. The input impedance of 

the patch is mainly dependent on the position of the chip port along X axis, the width 

of the patch along Y axis, and the slots in part (2) and (4) of the design shown in 

Fig. 6.1. 

The frequency response of the tag is illustrated in Fig. 6.10 by solid line plot. 

Although the bandwidth of the tag in this mode is less than the off-metal mode but it 

is sufficient for running the chip at 866 MHz. The mutual coupling between the two 

ports is an undesirable factor that should be kept as low as possible. High degree of 

coupling causes a loss in the induced power which affects the performance. 

Symmetry of the design according to X axis helps to limit the coupling effect. 
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Fig.  6.10. Frequency response of the tuned tag working in on-metal mode and the effect of 

increasing the length of the slot in part (4) of Fig.  6.1; Coupling between two ports of the chip.   

 

Fig.  6.11. Radiation pattern of the tag on a 20 cm × 20 cm metallic plate. 

The surface currents shown in Fig. 6.8 are in symmetry with the vertical port of the 

chip. This induces the same voltage at both sides of the horizontal port and reduces 

the coupling effect consequently. The level of coupling between two ports in a tuned 

design is also plotted in Fig. 6.10. The slot located at part (4) of the design in Fig. 6.1 

can be used for fine tuning of the tag in on-metal mode. The frequency response of 

the tag can be shifted by changing the length of this slot from 7 mm to 9 mm as 
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shown in Fig. 6.10 by dotted S11 plot. Increasing the length of this slot makes the 

surface currents to pass through a longer path which reduces the resonant frequency. 

This change does not have a significant effect on the frequency response of the tag in 

off-metal mode because the slot is located at the tip of the dipole where the currents 

are small at that mode. 

The gain of the tag is dependent on the size of the metallic host material. The 

directivity of the design can reach up to 6.19 dBi by placing it on a 20×20 cm
2
 

metallic plate as shown in Fig. 6.11. 

6.2. Fabrication and Measurement Results 

The proposed design of Fig. 6.1 is etched on an FR-4 substrate and Monza 4 Dura 

chip is soldered to the two input ports of the tag as shown in Fig. 6.12. The 

theoretical read range of the tag can be predicted using Friis formula as introduced 

in Chapter 3 by equation (3.4). However, the calculated read range using this formula 

is not always accurate due to different errors in design simulation, fabrication and 

testing process. The practical approach for measuring the read range is the introduced 

method in Chapter 3 using equation (3.6). A Tagformance device is used for 

measuring the maximum read range. The fixed distance between the tag and the 

reader antenna which is dref is specified by the spacer. A frequency sweep is done 

using the Tagformance unit.  

 

 

Fig.  6.12. Prototype of the proposed design and measurement setup using Tagformance. 
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The device finds the threshold required power for reading the tag in each frequency. 

Applying (3.6), the system software converts the threshold power value to the 

maximum read range which is also called theoretical read range forward. The 

measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. 

The theoretical read range of the tag which is defined in Chapter 3 is measured on 

a different range of materials with dimension of 200×200×6 mm
3
. The result is 

plotted in Fig. 6.13. The read range of the tag in off-metal mode varies between 12 

meters for low dielectric materials and 8 meters for high dielectric material like 

tempered glass. The presented result in Fig. 6.13 justifies the simulation result of 

Fig. 6.1. 

 

 

Fig.  6.13. Theoretical read range of the tag on different materials measured using a 

Tagformance device.   

Table  6.1. Comparison of the proposed tag with several other designs (EIRP = 4 W). 

Reference Tag Type Tag Size (mm) 
Metal Plate 

(cm) 

On-metal Read 

Range (m) 

Off-metal Read 

Range (m) 

This Work Hybrid 86×41×3.2 20×20 5.6 
12(FreeSpace) 

8(Glass) 

[30] Dipole 120×30×0.25 N/A 0 11(FreeSpace) 

[49] Patch 88×60×0.76 15×15 5.4 
6.3(FreeSpace) 

5.7(On-body) 

[83] Patch 30×30×3 20×20 7.2 
3.5(FreeSpace) 

4(Glass) 

[62] 
Dipolewith

Decoupler 
95×25×3.6 N/A 6.2 

7.1(FreeSpace) 

11.3(Glass) 

[76] 
Groundless

Patch 
80.5×74.5×1.5 31×23 7.9 4.4(FreeSpace) 
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There is degradation in the read range as the dielectric constant increases but it is 

limited because, there is a small frequency shift in the desired bandwidth. This means 

a limited detuning effect and can be referred to following reasons: 

 The frequency response of the tag is optimally tuned and there is a good 

impedance matching between the chip and antenna. 

 The FR-4 substrate prevents the dipole from a close contact to the host 

material and limits its effect on the dipole characteristics. 

 The capacitive loaded wide dipole arms increase the bandwidth and 

robustness of the tag to high dielectric materials. 

The maximum read range in on-metal mode is around 5.6 meters. There is a shift 

in the working frequency which is mainly caused by the fabrication errors. The 

proposed hybrid tag is compared with some other designs in terms of size and 

performance. The result is tabulated in Table 6.1. The dipole tag proposed in [30] 

offers high read range in free space but no study is done about its performance on 

different materials. In addition, it is not functional on metallic objects. The patch 

antenna proposed in [49] has less read range on different materials compared with 

this work. The patch in [83] has more read range on metallic plate but the 

performance on other materials is quite limited. The dipole proposed in [62] has 

slightly higher read range in on-metal mode but it offers less read range in off-metal 

mode. This design is equipped with a decoupler layer which makes it a complicated 

multilayer design compared with the simple single layer design proposed in this 

work. The groundless patch proposed in [76] offers more read range in on-metal 

mode but the read range is far less in free space and there is no study about its 

performance on other materials. Thus, considering different factors like: average read 

range on different materials, fabrication cost, and desired radiation pattern on 

different materials, the proposed hybrid tag outperforms other tag designs. 

6.3. Conclusion 

It was shown in this chapter that the proposed hybrid UHF RFID tag uniquely 

offered near omnidirectional radiation pattern of a dipole on non-metallic objects and 

directive pattern of a patch antenna on metallic objects which makes it capable of 

working efficiently on a wide range of materials. The measurement result showed 
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that the tag offered longer read range with less variation in performance on different 

materials wheras it has a simple single layer substrate. The hybrid tag is designed to 

have the maxmimum read range in free space. It is possible to tune the tag for 

materials with higher dielectric constant depending on the application. As mentioned 

earlier, the metallic surface of host material works as the ground plane in on-metal 

performance. Thus, for metallic materials with non-flat surface the read range might 

be degraded. In this case, a metallic sticker foil can be attached to the back of the 

design as a ground plane. This method can be also used for other challenging 

materials like water which absorbs the electromagnetic power and deteriorates the 

performance of the tag in off-metal mode. 
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Chapter 7. Electromagnetic Band Gap 

Structures in Tag Design 

 

Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structures are introduced in this chapter and 

their application in protecting dipole antenna from metallic host material is 

considered. The performance of wire antenna close to the EBG ground plane in a 

horizontal position is considered as a suitable solution for RFID tags. It is shown that 

these EBG structures can maintain the radiation efficiency and matching of the 

antenna by offering proper reflection phase. The most common EBG is the high 

impedance mushroom structure which has been used usually for protecting RFID 

tags according to the literature. The presence of via in mushroom structure increases 

the cost of the design. It is shown in this chapter that a simple uni-planar structure 

can be developed by eliminating the via. This structure offers a desirable reflection 

phase for protecting the tag. Finally, a miniaturized uni-planar structure is designed 

and the performance of it in protecting the tag is examined. The result shows that the 

proposed design can protect the tag despite its smaller and simpler design compared 

to the previous works in the literature.  
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7.1. Introduction of EBG 

“Generally speaking, electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures are defined as

artificial periodic (or sometimes non-periodic) structures that prevent/assist the 

propagation of electromagnetic waves in a specified band of frequency for all 

incident angles and all polarization states [84]”.Thesestructureshavefoundlotsof

application in antenna design and in filtering the electromagnetic waves by offering 

interesting characteristic of reflection phase and also suppressing the surface waves 

which is going to be discussed more in this chapter. 

 

 

            (a)                                               (b)                                          (c) 

Fig.  7.1. (a) 1D EBG structure in the shape of a transmission line [85], (b) two types of 2D EBGs 

[84], (c) 3D dimension EBG [84]. 

There are different ways to categorize EBGs but a simple way is to divide them 

into groups based on their shape. As shown in Fig. 7.1, the periodic structure can be 

repeated in one dimension and make a 1D EBG. If the structure is repeated in two 

dimensions then a 2D EBG is produced which is the more common condition and at 

last the structure can also be repeated in three dimensions and create a 3D EBG. The 

second type of EBG (2D) that is shown in Fig. 7.1 (b) has more applications in 

antenna design and this chapter mainly focuses on this type of structure. Two 

different types of EBGs are shown in Fig. 7.1 (b). First the mushroom structure with 

via and second the uni-planar structure without via. Both of them have their own 

advantages and disadvantages which are going to be discussed in this chapter. 
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7.2. High Impedance Surface 

High impedance surface is perhaps one of the most important and well known 

EBG structures which was introduced first time by Dan Sievenpiper in [86]. This 

structure is simply comprised of a ground plane covered by a dielectric material and 

on the top of the dielectric there are periodic square patches which are connected to 

the ground plane via holes as depicted in Fig. 7.2. This type of EBG is known as 

mushroom structure as mentioned earlier. The equivalent circuit of a unit cell of this 

EBG is also shown in Fig. 7.2. It is a parallel LC circuit that is carefully adjusted to 

resonate at the desired frequency. The input impedance of such a circuit can be found 

by applying (7.1): 
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Fig.  7.2. High impedance surface in the shape of a mushroom structure [84]. 

In lower frequencies the impedance is inductive and it only supports TM surface

waves. In higher frequencies the impedance is capacitive and the structure only

supportsTEsurfacewavesandfinallyinresonancetheinputimpedanceisverybig
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thatitstopsanysurfacewaves.Thatisthereasonthistypeofstructureiscalledhigh

impedance surface. Suppressing the surfacewaves is not the only characteristic of

this structure. It also reflects thewave in the phase between -180 to 180 degrees

according to thefrequency. It isknown thatasimpleconductiveplaneasaground

plane reflects the wave by 180º difference in the phase and this makes some

difficultyforantennasworkingclosetotheground.Astudyisdonein[84]tomake

the case clearer. The propagation of surface waves in different frequency and

differentwavenumbersisstudiedandtheresultsareshowninFig. 7.3.Theresults

show that in a certain bandwidth there is no surface current which certifies the

existenceofabandgaparoundtheresonancefrequencyoftheunitcell. 

 

 

Fig.  7.3. The presence of a surface wave band gap in the mushroom structure [84]. 

Also the reflection phase of the incident wave is studied and the results are depicted 

in Fig. 7.4. It shows how the reflection phase changes by sweeping the frequency. 

The dimensions of the structure shown in Fig. 7.2 is as follows: W=0.1λ, g=0.02λ, 

h=0.04λ, εr=2.94 and r=0.005λ. The free space wavelength at 4 GHz is 75 mm. Thus, 

the size of a unit cell at this frequency would be 9×9×3 mm
3
. The slope of the plot in 

Fig. 7.4 reflects the bandwidth of the design. A unit cell designed at the same 

frequency with larger thickness and dimension would show more bandwidth. This 

means the slope of the plot would be smaller.  
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Fig.  7.4. The reflection phase of the mushroom structure [84]. 

7.3. EBG and Wire Antennas 

EBG structures are used in improving the performance of patch and wire 

antennas. The surface current suppression characteristic of EBG is usually useful in 

improving the patch antenna performance [84]. Analysing the application of EBG in 

patch antenna is out of the scope of this thesis but the application of EBG for 

protecting wire dipoles is studied in this section because label-type tags can be 

considered as dipole antennas. Totally there are three different conditions when a 

wire antenna is facing a ground plane. These conditions are well demonstrated in 

Table 7.1. In the first case at top of the table the wire antenna is perpendicular to the 

ground plane which resembles a monopole antenna. The efficiency in this case is 

good but the antenna is quite big. In the second case the antenna is in parallel to the 

ground plane which makes a low profile structure but due to the currents with reverse 

phase on the ground plane the radiation efficiency and also the impedance matching 

are affected. The third condition is the solution offered by EBG ground plane. In this 

case the surface currents and the reflected wave from the ground plane are in the 

same phase of the wire antenna which is the desirable condition. So, there is a low 

profile system with high efficiency. 
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Table  7.1. Comparison of conventional PEC and EBG ground plane in wire antenna designs 

[84]. 

 

 

It is needed to realize the effect of different type of ground planes on the 

performance of a dipole antenna. In an experiment three different type of ground 

plane consisting of perfect electric conductor (PEC), perfect magnetic conductor 

(PMC), and EBG are compared to each other. The dipole is positioned at top of the 

ground in a horizontal condition as shown in Fig. 7.5. The system is designed to 

resonate around 12 GHz. The finite ground plane size is 25×25 mm
2
 which is one 

wavelength at that frequency. The fundamental challenge in this type of low profile 

antenna is the coupling effect between the ground and the dipole. The ground affects 

both radiation efficiency and impedance matching of the antenna. 

 

 

Fig.  7.5. A dipole facing different type of ground plane [84]. 

TheresultofS11forthethreedifferentgroundsisdepictedinFig.7.6.Itcanbeseen

thatthematchingistotallyaffectedforPEC.ThereasonisthatthePECsurfacehas

180ºreflectionphaseandthesurfacecurrentsareinoppositedirectionofthecurrents

indipolewhichresultinpoorreturnloss.ThereflectionphaseofPMCisthesameas

the dipole currents but because of the strong mutual coupling between them the

impedancematchingisaffected. 
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Fig.  7.6. The effect of three different ground plane on the return loss of a dipole [84]. 

It is possible to add a matching circuit to the antenna but it would make the design 

complicated. Furthermore, a PMC ground plane is possible in theory but cannot be 

found in nature. The best result is for EBG ground plane.  

In simulating an infinite number of unit cells the reflection phase changes between 

-180º to 180º by frequency sweep with the zero reflection phase at the resonant 

frequency. Studies show the frequency band with the reflection phase 90±45º is the 

suitable band for protecting the dipole which means the resonant frequency of the 

dipole should be tuned at this band not the frequency with zero reflection phase [84]. 

The experiment which proves this fact is presented here. First of all the reflection 

phase result of an infinite number of unit cell of EBG is simulated. Then an EBG 

ground plane with finite dimension is designed and a dipole is positioned on top of it 

as shown in Fig. 7.7.  

 

 

Fig.  7.7. A dipole on top of finite dimension EBG ground [84]. 
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In thenextstep the lengthof thedipole ischangedand theresult for return loss is

recordedinFig.7.8(a).ThereflectionphaseoftheEBGinthesamefrequencyband

isdepictedinFig.7.8(b).ThisplotisachievedbydesigningaunitcellofEBGand

applying theperiodicboundarycondition tomodelan infiniteEBGsurface [87] In

certainfrequenciesthebestradiationefficiencyandimpedancematchingisachieved.

ThatfrequencyisthesuitableworkingfrequencyoftheEBGasdepictedinFig.7.8.

Bycomparingtheplotsintopandbottomofthefigureitcanbeconcludedthatthe

frequencycorrespondingto90±45ºreflectionphaseistheoptimumpoint.Itisshown

in[84]thatthefrequencybandwithreflectionphasearound-90±45ºisalsosuitable

fordesigningdipoleantennabutthisfrequencyislocatedinhigherbandwhichleads

toadesignwithbiggersizebutthesameperformance. 

 

 

Fig.  7.8. (a) The return loss of the dipole with different lengths on top of the EBG ground plane. 

(b) The reflection phase of the EBG in the same frequency band [87]. 
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So, the frequency band with 90±45º is usually preferred for designing the dipole

antenna.AliteraturereviewaboutapplyingEBGstructureinprotectingRFIDtagsis

presentedinthenextsection. 

7.4. EBG and UHF RFID Tags 

There has been some works in the literature which introduce using EBG structure 

as a ground plane for UHF RFID dipole tags. In most of the designs the tag is a 

dipole antenna matched to the chip as explained in Chapter 3. The main idea is to 

make an artificial ground plane using finite number of EBG unit cells to protect the 

dipole tag from background metallic objects. One of the works done in [88] uses 

mushroom structure to protect a simple dipole as shown in Fig. 7.9. The design is 

comprised of 4×8 cells with total dimension of 142.5×70.5×4.8 mm
3
. The dipole size 

with folded arms is 78×30 mm
2
. A drawback of this design is the narrowband 

response of the tag. The designer could use a matching loop to cover the whole band.  

 

 

Fig.  7.9. The EBG RFID tag proposed in [88]. 

It is shown in another work that the presence of the EBG ground plane makes 

some changes in the impedance matching between the chip and antenna [89]. This 

means the antenna should be specially designed and tuned to work on the EBG. 

However the proposed solution in that work is to add some parasitic elements close 

to the tag for compensation as depicted in Fig. 7.10. There are 5×5 cells in the design 

and the overall dimension is 125×125×2 mm
3
 which is usually applicable on large 

metallic objects.  
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Fig.  7.10. Correcting the impedance matching of an EBG supported tag using parasitic elements 

[89]. 

A dipole antenna was studied on a three layer mushroom EBG structure in [90]. 

The design is depicted in Fig. 7.11. The square mushroom caps are etched on both 

sides of a 0.2 mm FR-4 substrate which is supported by another FR-4 substrate with 

1.5 mm thickness. All the mushroom caps are connected to the common ground 

plane as shown in Fig. 7.11. 

 

 

Fig.  7.11. Dipole protected by dual mushroom EBG structure [2]. 
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A foam spacer with 3 mm thickness is placed on top of the mushroom structure and a 

dipole antenna with folded arms is placed on top of it. The size of the dipole is 82×22 

mm
2
 and the size of the overall design with 5×4 unit cells is 124×76×4.8 mm

3
. 

In summary, the mushroom EBG structures are useful in protecting dipole RFID 

tags from background objects. They improve the radiation efficiency and gain of the 

antenna by reflecting the wave with the same phase. However, these structures have 

two main drawbacks. First, the size of the design is more than conventional tag 

designs because there should be plenty number of unit cells to make the artificial 

ground plane effective. Second, the presence of vias makes the fabrication process 

difficult and costly.   

7.5. Comparison of Mushroom and Uni-Planar 

Structure 

Mushroom structures have shown good performance and they are already being 

used in many application. The presence of vias makes the structure complicated and 

costly. In this section the effect of eliminating vias is studied. A uni-planar EBG with 

the same period of the mushroom structure of Fig. 7.2 is depicted in Fig. 7.12 . 

 

 

Fig.  7.12. A grounded dielectric slab loaded with square patches [91]. 
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Fig.  7.13. Lack of band gap in a uni-planar structure with square patches [92]. 

The equivalent circuit of the surface of this uni-planar structure is a series LC circuit. 

This circuit shows low impedance at resonant frequency. Thus, the surface current is 

not suppressed in this structure and there is no band gap as illustrated in Fig. 7.13. 

The reflection phase of the uni-planar structure is similar to mushroom with less 

bandwidth. In a mushroom structure the incident wave faces a high impedance 

surface which is much higher than the impedance of the free space. This mismatch 

causes a reflection of the wave with the same phase at the resonant frequency. A uni-

planar structure can be designed to show the same impedance as free space around 

377Ω.Thereisnomismatchinthiscaseandthereflection of the incident wave is 

limited which means a low value of S11. Similar to mushroom structure the reflected 

wave has the same phase as the incident wave.  

It can be concluded that the consequence of removing the via in a mushroom 

structure and converting it to a uni-planar design is transforming the parallel LC 

circuit to a series LC circuit. This eliminates the band gap in the surface current but 

the structure is still applicable as artificial ground plane for protecting tags. A 

specially designed uni-planar structure is proposed in the next section for protecting 

an RFID tag from background material.  
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7.6. Miniaturized Uni-Planar Structure for 

RFID Tags 

A periodic structure for protecting the RFID tag is proposed in this section. The 

target is to eliminate the vias and create a structure similar to uni-planar design 

introduced in section 7.5. The problem of using a square shape uni-planar structure is 

the size limit. The overall size of an artificial ground plane made of uni-planar 

structure working at UHF RFID band is bigger than the given examples in previous 

section. A miniaturization is required to break down the size of the unit cell. One 

way for miniaturization is to apply a substrate with high dielectric constant between 

the square patch and the ground plane. However, this method increases the cost of 

the prototype. The second way is to increase the inductance of the square patch by 

applying thin and meandered conductive tracks [84]. The third way for miniaturizing 

and lowering the resonant frequency of the structure is to increase the capacitance 

between the adjacent patches. This can be done by using inter-digital capacitors in 

unit cells [93, 94].  

As mentioned above increasing the capacitance or inductance can miniaturize the 

unit cell. The question is which method is preferred in the design. The equivalent 

circuit of a uni-planar square patch can be used for finding the answer. The circuit is 

a series RLC. The quality factor of this circuit can be found by: 

C

L

R
Q

1
  (7.3) 

which indicates: more capacitance in the circuit gives less quality factor that leads to 

higher bandwidth. Thus, applying the inter-digital capacitor to the square patch 

seems to be a suitable solution. The proposed unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 7.14. The 

dimension of the unit cell is 24×14×2.2 mm
3
. The width of the arms is 1 mm with 0.5 

mm of gap between them. The frequency response is shown in Fig. 7.15. The desired 

working frequency is 866 MHz. The reflection phase of the unit cell is adjusted in 

the range of 90±45º at this frequency. The corresponding S11 plot shows a small 

reflection at this point which means the surface impedance of the designed structure 

is close to the impedance of the free space at that frequency. 
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Fig.  7.14. Unit cell of inter-digital structure. 

 

 

Fig.  7.15. Frequency response of the unit cell. 

This is completely different from a mushroom structure where there is a high 

reflection caused by high impedance surface. 

The tag is placed on top of an array of the inter-digital unit cell with 6×4 cells as 

shown in Fig. 7.16. The tag design used for this test is ALN-9768 that was studied 

in Chapter 4. The tag is placed within 1 mm distance from the designed ground and 
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the S11 result of the antenna input is plotted in Fig. 7.17. As can be seen the 

frequency response of the input impedance of the tag remains unchanged at 866 MHz 

frequency which means the artificial ground plane is not affecting the impedance 

matching of the antenna. The radiation pattern of the structure is shown in Fig. 7.18. 

The directivity of the dipole is increased to 4.5 dBi and the radiation efficiency is -

0.6 dB that is equal to 87 % which is much higher than the result of Fig. 3.23. 

 

 

Fig.  7.16. The tag is placed above a 6 × 4 array of unit cells with 1 mm distance. 

 

Fig.  7.17. The S11 of the system with 1 mm distance between the tag and the designed ground. 

 

Fig.  7.18. Radiation pattern of the system. 
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The designed structure is placed on a host material in the next step as depicted in 

Fig. 7.19. The size of the host material is 200×100×10 mm
3
. The effect of the host 

material on the impedance matching between the antenna and chip is studied next. 

The host material is changed from free space to FR-4 in the first experiment to 

evaluate the effect of increasing the relative dielectric constant from 1 to 4.3. In the 

next step, the host material is changed to Alumina which has relative dielectric 

constant around 9.4. Finally, the host material is changed to a perfect electric 

conductor (PEC). The result of this simulation is presented in Fig. 7.20. As can be 

seen, increasing the dielectric constant of the host material does not leave a 

destructive effect on the impedance matching of the antenna and chip but the use of 

PEC tends to have more effect on the frequency response.  

 

 

Fig.  7.19. Designed tag located on a host material. 

 

Fig.  7.20. The effect of changing the host material on the impedance matching of the antenna 

and chip 
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This is completely acceptable as the ground plane is finite therefore there is some 

interaction between the top layer and the host metallic material which changes the 

frequency response of the tag. The S11 around -5 dB is acceptable for a passive 

RFID tag in practice [28]. 

7.7. Conclusion 

EBG structures as a solution for protecting the RFID tag from host material was 

introduced in this chapter. The high impedance surface is the most common choice 

for designing artificial ground in the literature but the designs suffer from large size 

and complexity as reviewed in this chapter. The uni-planar structure offers simpler 

design as it does not need any via. The reflection phase of this structure is similar to 

the HIS but the reflection coefficient is less than HIS as the surface impedance is 

small and can be close to the impedance of free space which means a perfect 

impedance matching and a small amount of reflection. The proposed inter-digital 

uni-planar structure showed an acceptable performance in protecting ALN-9768. The 

overall dimension of the designed tag with 1 mm distance from the periodic ground 

plane is 144×56×3.2 mm
3
. The size of the proposed design is smaller than the 

reviewed works in this chapter. In addition, all the reviewed works employ complex 

mushroom structure whereas the proposed structure is free from any via holes and 

connections between the layers. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future 

Work 

 

Passive UHF RFID tags were studied in this thesis. The main target was to 

investigate and propose tag designs robust to metallic and challenging material. 

There has been many works revolving around this subject in the literature during the 

past years. Although, interesting designs were proposed with outstanding 

performance but designing a tag with optimum performance which can satisfy the 

factors of low profile and low cost is a challenging task. There is a compromise 

between these factors usually. All of the proposed tag designs in this thesis offer an 

optimum performance according to the mentioned factors which are comparable to 

the most significant recent works. In addition to proposed new designs in this thesis, 

analysis and studies that was not covered in the literature before was conducted. 

Including analysis of the effect of the background material and liquid bottle on the 

different parts of a tag and suggesting a straightforward method for designing 

optimum matched tags using Smith chart. As the final part of this thesis, a 

comprehensive review on the conclusions of the research and the possible future 

work is given in this chapter. 
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8.1. Conclusions 

In Chapter 1, the problem was defined, and the motivation of this research was 

discussed. A passive UHF RFID tag was introduced as a rival for traditional optical 

barcode system in tracking and tagging objects. The main obstacles hindering the 

progress of replacing optical barcode system with RFID tags is the sensitivity of the 

tag antenna to the host material and the production cost. The objectives of the study 

were defined with the goal of solving the current problem of tags and contributing to 

the growth of this technology. 

In  Chapter 2, the basics of the RFID technology was introduced. It was learned 

the communication in RFID is based on modulated backscatter principle which was 

basically practiced for the first time during World War II. Different types of RFID 

tags and operating frequency which are suitable for a variety of applications were 

reviewed. The high data capacity of RFID system was revealed after studying the 

communication protocols. After getting familiar with RFID technology and its 

advantages it was understood why RFID is more demanding than optical barcode 

system. 

In Chapter 3, the main subject of the thesis: passive UHF RFID tags was studied. 

The two main parts of a passive tag: antenna and chip was reviewed. It was learned 

how the advances in semiconductor technology have helped to increase the 

sensitivity of the chip which improved the read range of the system. Delivering the 

maximum energy from reader to the tag is known as a vital factor for passive tags as 

they rely on this energy for running the internal circuitry of the chip. Conjugate 

impedance matching between the antenna input and the chip is the principle that 

guarantees the maximum energy delivering. However, it was shown that conjugate 

impedance matching is not a straightforward task in short dipoles as they have 

capacitive input impedance similar to RFID chips and extra inductive elements are 

needed in the design. The detuning effect on two commercial tags was examined and 

it was concluded that the robust tag offers more bandwidth in the impedance 

matching. More analysis showed that the detuning effect actually is equivalent to the 

change in the value of the capacitances in the antenna. A comprehensive literature 

review about the tags robust to challenging objects was performed. It was found that 

there is a lack of study on the effect of the liquid bottle on the tag in terms of circuit 
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analysis. Different designs robust to metallic objects were reviewed and discussed. In 

most of the cases, a suitable performance is achieved with the cost of a complicated 

design. 

In Chapter 4, the study was focused on the design of a tag robust to liquid 

bottles. It was learned how to convert a tag design to the equivalent circuit and 

calculate the values of the elements in the circuit. The result of the analysis showed 

that the effect of the liquid bottle is equivalent to reducing the radiation resistance 

and increasing the loss resistance of the antenna which leads to an increase in the 

total value of the resistance in the equivalent circuit of the antenna. In fact, the liquid 

bottle has two destructive effects on the performance of the tag. First, reducing the 

radiation efficiency of the antenna and second, altering the input impedance of the 

antenna which affects the impedance matching between the antenna and RFID chip. 

The first problem is related to the physics of the liquid which absorbs the 

electromagnetic energy. The second problem was solved by adding extra 

compensating elements to the design. The impedance matching was fixed without 

increasing the overall size of the design. The read range test confirmed that the 

proposed solution is effective. 

In Chapter 5, two new designs were proposed. In the first design, the research 

was focused on identifying the most sensitive elements in a typical label-type tag. It 

was known from Chapter 3 that the detuning effect is caused by the change in the 

value of the capacitances in the antenna. Totally, there are two capacitances in a tag 

design: First, the capacitance in parallel to the chip and second, the capacitance of 

the dipole arm. The first capacitance was found to be more sensitive. Thus, a novel 

3D design was suggested that protects this capacitance from the background 

material. As the production cost is an important factor, a small portion of the 

proposed design is supported with flexible paper substrate. For increasing the 

robustness of the second capacitance in the dipole arm it was shown theoretically that 

bigger capacitance leads to more robustness which means it is better to have a dipole 

loaded with capacitive parts at the tip. The proposed design showed robustness to 

materials with high dielectric constant. In addition, it is applicable on metallic 

objects with acceptable read range. In the second design, a dual-polarized tag 

mountable on different material was proposed. The tag employs a Monza 4 chip 

which was introduced in Chapter 3. The two independent port of this chip makes it a 
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suitable option for dual-polarized antenna and any other design with two ports. Most 

of the RFID readers employ circularly polarized or dual-polarized antenna which 

increases the readability of the tag. In some small handheld readers a linearly 

polarized antenna is used. A dual-polarized tag is more reliable to use with this type 

of readers. The test results showed an outstanding read range and the tag was 

insensitive to the polarization angle of the reader antenna.  

In Chapter 6, a universal tag with optimum performance on a wide range of 

material was presented. It is known that dipole antenna tags are the best option for 

non-metallic objects. They offer high radiation efficiency and a uniform radiation 

pattern which is desirable for reading the tag from different angles. In addition, they 

are low profile and cost effective. Dipole tags are not applicable on metallic objects. 

Patch antennas are usually used for this purpose. Although patch antenna is 

applicable on non-metallic objects but the performance is limited in terms of read 

range and radiation pattern. The novel design proposed in Chapter 6 is a hybrid of 

both dipole and patch antenna. The tag converts from a dipole to a patch as soon as it 

is placed on a metallic object. The simulation and lab experiment showed an 

outstanding performance on different materials. Another important result of this 

chapter is the study of different parts of the tag and its effect on the impedance 

matching. The study was done using the Smith chart with the target of reaching the 

optimum impedance matching. The expected plot of an optimum design was 

introduced which passes close to the center of the chart at the desired frequency. By 

knowing the effect of changing each part of the antenna on the optimum plot, the 

designer can decide which part of the design needs to be modified to reach a perfect 

impedance matching. The result of this study gives a straightforward method for 

designing a tag in a logical strategy instead of doing multiple blind simulations.  

In Chapter 7, EBG structures were introduced and their application in protecting 

dipole antenna from metallic objects was reviewed. It was learned that mushroom 

structure is the most common design in the literature. This structure protects the 

antenna by reflecting the wave with the same phase as it approaches the surface. In 

addition, there is no surface current on this structure as the wave faces a high 

impedance plane. The mushroom structure is useful and effective but it suffers from 

complex design as it has a via connecting the two layers. Studies showed that by 

eliminating the via and reaching a uni-planar structure still a desired zero reflection 
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phase can be achieved. However, there is surface current in the uni-planar structure 

but the result showed that the zero reflection phase is the important factor in 

protecting the tag from the metallic object. The proposed inter-digital structure can 

be designed at any other frequency for protecting different dipoles. 

Finally, the main achievements of the thesis can be summarized as follows: 

 Proposing a novel RFID tag with improved read range on liquid bottles: 

Tagging and tracking liquid filled bottles is demanded by different 

industries such as wine and medicine. The existing commercial RFID tags 

offer a limited rad range when placed on a liquid bottle. The analysis 

performed in Chapter 4 revealed the reason of this phenomenon. The 

proposed solution to tackle the negative effect of the liquid on the 

performance of the tag led to a novel design with improved read range. 

This enables a reliable tracking of liquid bottles. The working principle of 

the proposed design can be used to design new robust tags. 

 Designing a label-type dipole tag mountable on metallic and non-metallic 

objects: Most of the thin label-type dipole tags are sensitive to the 

dielectric constant of the host material and are not practical on metallic 

objects. The existing robust tags in the market are costly compared to the 

thin label-type dipole tags. The proposed tag design in Chapter 5 is 

mountable on both metallic and non-metallic objects. The novel dipole 

design is low cost and flexible which can be used for tagging a wide range 

of objects with different shapes. 

 Designing a dual-polarized cavity-backed tag mountable on metallic and 

non-metallic objects: The proposed design in Chapter 5 employs a low 

cost FR-4 substrate. There is no via in the design which facilitates the 

fabrication process. Dual-polarized characteristic of the antenna improves 

the reliability of the reading using a handheld RFID reader. 

 Proposing a hybrid tag robust to host material: The existing UHF RFID 

tags are normally designed to work on either metallic or non-metallic 

objects. A tag which is specially designed for one group of material cannot 

offer the optimum read range and radiation pattern when it is placed on the 

other group of material. The groundless hybrid tag introduced in Chapter 6 
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offers an optimum read range and radiation pattern on a wide range of 

materials including metallic objects. This saves the cost for both producers 

and costumers of the UHF RFID tags. 

 Introducing a novel method for reaching an optimum tag design: The 

method introduced in Chapter 6 is a straightforward solution using Smith 

chart and equivalent circuit for designing and fine tuning UHF RFID tags. 

This method saves the designing time and guarantees the perfect 

impedance matching and maximum read range.   

 Designing a novel periodic structure for protecting UHF RFID tags from 

background material: The most common periodic structure for protecting 

antennas from host material is the mushroom structure. The presence of 

via in this structure makes the fabrication process costly and complicated. 

The proposed periodic structure in Chapter 7 eliminates the need for via 

which makes the design simple and cost effective. The novel design 

showed that there is no need to have a high impedance surface for 

protecting the tag but a low impedance surface which is matched to the 

impedance of the free space can protect the tag with zero reflection phase 

characteristics. 

8.2. Future Work 

The outstanding advantage of RFID systems has made it a fast growing 

technology since its inception. The main obstacle hindering the widespread adoption 

of this technology is the tag price [1]. However, the growth of semiconductor 

technology and manufacturing methods has reduced the price in the past years. 

Studies and development in antenna designs has also helped this improvement by 

offering low profile simple designs. This thesis contributed to this progress by 

offering low cost tags robust to host material. The result of this study can be used for 

further investigation in future work. A few possible scenarios are reviewed in this 

section. 

The result of the investigation in Chapter 4 showed that the liquid bottle interacts 

with the performance of the tag as the water absorbs the electromagnetic energy 

caused by its high conductivity. This conductivity was used for correcting the 
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impedance matching between the antenna and chip without considering the radiation 

properties of the liquid. On the other hand, there has been some works about 

employing water as a monopole antenna [95]. The result of those studies can be 

applied to a tag design for liquid bottle. The tag can be a monopole design embedded 

to the cork or lid of the bottle with the radiating arm connected to the liquid. In this 

special arrangement the liquid inside the bottle plays an important role as the main 

radiating part of the tag. According to the typical height of a bottle which is 

comparable to the wavelength at the design frequency, a high read range is expected 

from the proposed work. However, more study is required for this work. 

The hybrid tag introduced in Chapter 6 is equipped with Monza 4 which is a dual 

port chip as introduced in Chapter 3. The two ports are independent and one of them 

works when the tag is in off-metal mode and the other works for on-metal mode. A 

challenging problem for the future work is to eliminate the need for a dual port chip. 

In this case the antenna structure should be completely changed to a single port 

prototype which can be matched to any typical RFID chip. The main challenge in 

this work is to have a hybrid design matched to the same chip in both on-metal and 

off-metal scenarios. Rigorous studies are required in future to achieve this goal.  

In Chapter 7 it was shown that having a high impedance surface unit cell in the 

artificial ground plane is not necessary for protecting the tag from the metallic 

surface. This means unlike the previous designs which used mushroom structure, the 

proposed design supports the surface currents. These surface currents can contribute 

to radiation which means the artificial ground plane becomes part of the antenna. The 

idea for the future work is to simplify the design by embedding the tag into the 

artificial ground plane. The tag might be converted to a small feed point which can 

excite the artificial ground plane to radiate the wave. This can remove one layer from 

the prototype and reduce the production cost.  

The future work in UHF RFID tag design is not limited to the works proposed in 

this thesis. According to different applications of this technology discussed 

in Chapter 2, development is taking place in many areas. Integrating the RFID tags to 

the environmental sensors is one of the hot areas in recent years. There has been 

different type of passive and active designs so far. The works can be divided into two 

groups. The first group are the tags with a distinct sensor. The RFID system is 

integrated to an electronic sensor system which reports the sensed data to the RFID 
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chip and the tag reports this data to the reader [96-101]. The second group are 

systems with combined sensor antenna. These designs are usually passive tags with 

extra sensing elements that changes the characteristic of the antenna when one of the 

environment characteristics changes. For example, a temperature sensor can shift the 

frequency response of the tag and the reader can decide the value of the temperature 

by detecting this frequency shift. These types of works are reported in [80, 102-104]. 

The tags in second group are low cost and the working principle is related to the 

subject covered in this thesis. By studying the frequency response of the tag, 

interesting simple sensor designs can be proposed for future work.  

Finally, with the fast growth of Internet of Things (IoT) and evolution of Near 

Field Communication (NFC) systems and integrating this technology to mobile 

phones, each person would carry an RFID reader system that connects the person to 

the global network. There is no doubt an exciting future is waiting for this 

technology. 
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Appendix A 

Equivalent circuit transformation: The transforming of the equivalent circuit in 

Fig. 4.6 to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.8 is explained in this Appendix. The 

transformation takes place in two steps. For the first step please refer to [13]. For the 

second step, it is shown here how the circuit of Fig A. 1(a) can be transformed to the 

circuit of Fig A. 1(b) and the values of x and y in equation (4.4) are derived.  

 

 

Fig. A. 1. Equivalent circuit transformation from circuit topology (a) to (b). 

The input impedance of the circuit in Fig A. 1(a) can be found by: 
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TheinputimpedanceofthetransformedcircuitofFigA.1(b)canbefoundby: 
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Theinputimpedanceofthetwocircuitsshouldbeequalinallconditions.WhenZcom

isreachinginfinity,theinputimpedanceofthefirstcircuitisequalto: 
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serantin
Z

LZZ
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lim  (A.3) 

andtheinputimpedanceofthesecondcircuitis: 
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Theequations(A.3)and(A.4)shouldbeequal.Thefollowingconditionshouldstand

tosatisfythis: 

1lim 
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WhenZantisreachinginfinity,itcanbeconcludedwiththesimilarassumption: 
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WhenZantisequaltozero,equation(A.1)isequalto: 
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andequation(A.2)isequalto: 
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Formaking(A.7)and(A.8)equaltoeachother,thefollowingrelationsshouldstand: 

1lim
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WhenZcomisequaltozero,withsimilarassumption: 
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Accordingtotheachievedconditionsforxandy,itcanbeconcluded: 
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Alltheconditionsforxandyaresatisfiedinequation(A.13).Theaccuracyofthis

relationcanbeinvestigatedbyconsideringanydesiredvaluefortheelementsofthe

circuitinFig.A.1andcalculatingtheinputimpedance. 
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